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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
STATE OF IDAHO.

-@7& 9-FE-pJ

Case No.
Plaintiff,
)

1
)

9

1

j
1

Defendant.
'

.

.

.

COMES NOW,

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN
SUPPORT FOR
APPOINTMENT OF
COUNSEL

..

.

. .

,

.

.

Defendant, in the above

entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Defendant's Motion for Appointment of
Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth herein and in the Affidavit in Support of Motion for
Appointment of Counsel.
1.

Defendant is currently incarcerated within the Idaho Department of Corrections

under the direct care, custody and control of Warden

2.

The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex for the Defendant
to properly pursue. Defendant lacks the knowledge and skill needed to represent
himlherself.

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - I
Revised: 10106105

.

Defendant required assistance completing these pleadings, as h'e/she was unable

3.

-uay UI

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL
STATE OF IDAHO

1

&Bfl

1

county of

ss

after first being duly sworn upon hisher oath, deposes
and saysas follows:.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

1.

I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case;

2.

I am currently residing at the

.

.

..

.

. .

,,

.

,

under the care, custody and control of Warde

3.

I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel;

4.

I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real

property;
I am unable to provide any other form of security;

5.

1am untrained in the law; Ada k

6.

RE~~zskw/k-m&
-

;

"

~

~

'+&

If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly

7.
-.

handicapped in corn eting with traine

ebdL/~"r/~Sbmd@

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOWTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2
Revised: 10106/05

&

fizz k3. R , 34-'ma-&k3d

~

#

Further your affiant sayeth naught.
WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully prays that this Honorable Court issue

&r"p

it's Order granting Defendant's Motion for Appointment o

unsd to represent hidher interest,

or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the Defendant is entitled to.
DATED This

&day of

/

-

,20@.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me this

day

r-.P

(SEAL)
.

.

.

..

.

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 3
Revised: 10/06/05

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

day of &,2OJ27I

mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF

COUNSEL for the purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to:
~ o u n t ~ " ~ r o s e c uAttorney
tin~

MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4
Revlsed 10106105

Inmate n a m e B ! d S B / t 4 2 ?
IDOC No. && &&3'
Addresszm-f
A'-/a,%

&375'7

Defendant H

EP~Z

',..tj:;,

<. ' ...

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TI-IE

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

.

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

1

vs.

7-FE -&

MOIP?ON FOR
COWRECTION OR
REDUCTION OF
SENTENCE, ICR 35

)

Defendant.

,

ail

Case NO.

,Defendant in the instant action, and pursuant

COMES NOW,

35, moves this Honorable Court for its Order:
the Defendant's illegal sentence, or
[

Reducing Defendant's sentence for the reasons stated on page two of this motion:

A99.Bid412P'i @ Q & ( ~ c Q
"1. The Defendant was convicted of @/octp' ird ?QsSLS~O~.)
OF wadefore

the Honorable

and sentenced to a term of imprisonment in

Judge

the custod of the Idaho Department of Correction for:

7

a unified term of a y e a s including & years fixed followed by

years

indeterminate,
[

1

a fixed term of

years.

2. The Defendant has been incarcerated since

(months/years) of the sentence.
MOTION FOR REDUCTION OR CORRECTION OF SENTENCE, ICR 35 - 1
Revised: 10/06/05

and has served

3. The Defendant believes:
The Court should reconsider its earlier sentence and reduce the same on the

[

,following grounds, or,

d

The sentence is illegal and should be changed on the following grounds:

(State the reasons why you believe your sentence should be reduced. You may add extra pages if
necessary. Any additional documentation
be attached hereto.)

MOTION FOR REDUCTION OR CORRECTION OF SENTENCE, ICR 35 - 2
Revised: 10/06/05
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Defendant additionally submits the following documentation for consideration:

WHEREFORE, the Defendant, flj.&'&&

-4

-5 +/&A\E ,respecthlly prays

this Honorable Court to reduce or correct the sentence as follows:

other and further relief, as the Court deems appropriate.,
Respectfully sub&itted this
,

,

.

.

.

.

CERTHHCATE OB M L m G
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

day of

20L.p

delivered to prison authorities for the purpose of mailing a true and correct copy of the MOTION
FOR REDUCTION OF CORRECTION OF SENTENCE, ICR 35 via prison inail system for
processing to the U.S. mail system to:

MOTION FOR REDUCTION OR COIiRECTION OF SENTENCE, ICR 35 -%
Revised: 10106lOS

Case No. R%?

1

1

VS.

1

STATE OF IDAHO
County of

HDry;"

APlFH,DAVlT OF e ~ d d 8 ~ J
-Z&a&flod-@ F2-,:3&

)
) ss

and says as follows:

AFFIDAVIT o ~ P " c 6 5 8
Revised 10124105

%*

&'bsC
@@
- yJ+,Fz-&

-p g . L

Further your affiant sayeth naught.
DATED This

4

day of

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To be

AFFIDAVIT OF
Revised 10/24/05

,202.

CERTIFICATE OF RIAIlLING
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on the &day

o
AFFIDAVIT via prison

mailed a true and correct copy of
mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to:

AFFIDAVIT OF
Revised 10/24/05
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STATE O F IDAHO
COMMISSION OF PARDONS AND PAROLE
P
Boa
-0
- ..
..83720
-...
BOISE, IDAHO 83720-1807
(208) 334-2520
DISCHARGE FROM PAROLE
TO ALL TO WHOM THESE PRESENTS SHALL COME, GREETINGS:
WHEREAS; on July 9; 1984, at the District Court, in and for the County of Bingham, State ofidaho,
FARON EDMUND STONE, D O C #20663, was convicted of Aggravated Battery, and sentenced to
~ term of fifteen (15) years, and
imprisonment in an Idahb Department of Correction institution f o the
where'as,byreason ofAdministrative.Action by the Executive Director to reinstate his parole, he is granted a
discharge under the laws of the State
. of. Idaho.
. ... .
.
.
.
.
. . .. .
NOW WEREFO FORE, the Commission of Pardons and parole does hereby &;charge the said
FARON EDMUND STONE froq custody.
,

,

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto
set my hand and cause to be affixed
the Seal of the Commission of Pardons
and Parole.
Done at Boise City, the Capitol of
Idaho, Chis first day of December
in the year two thousand and four.
As of this date, this sentence is satisfied.

.

.

.THE STATE OF ARIZONA
Plaintiff

e

,:.

y

CAUSE NO. CR9490624

. ..

HONORABLE CHRISTOPHER M. SKELLY
VS.

CRIMXNAL DIVISION P

LENUEL MYRON STONE

.

,

SUPERIOR COURT

l)ef endant

The F o l i o ~ f n g informatton i s taken from Mesa
Departmental Report #968-0560730:

Police

htle he drove,
or a knlfe he
d not know I F

police or be would be! dead.

a

On Februar 26, 1994, a t 5:00 a.m., Mr. Stone was observed
by police walkt ng from a park
a sldewalk o f a nearby Mesa residence. Ha
was taken into custody without fncldent. When asked For h i s name he replled,
PAGE 1

CAUSE NO. CR9490624

.LEMU~LMYRON STONE

Defendant

"

f

~ h t sofficer met with Mr. Stone a t the Madtson Street Jail
where he 'Is currently incarcerated. W
e stated he was choosing not to
parftcjpate i n t h e presenfence lntervlew as be wanted t o withdraw from h 5 S
x f s t l n ~plea aareement. When asked specJFlcally why he wanted fo wwtthdraw
Rfrom hls plea agreement, he stated he wanted a ten year cap instead of no
agreements.

Mr. Stone attempted t o establ Ish contact w 3 t h t h t s officer
on two occasions and l e f t messages askfng for a second presenfence fntervlew.
Nowevar, thl s oPPScer was on vacatlon and unavai lab'le.

A"cempts to establish contact w f t h Kyle Overson were
unsuccessful. The phone nuder and address provided by the County Attorney's
Offtce received no response. A check w l t h a representative from the County
&ttorneyfs Vf c t i m Mltness Advocate jndi caked that they had received
1nformatfon from Mr. Overson f n Aprf1 of 1994 during whtch Mr. Overson
recornended Mr. Stone receive grl son and treatment.
Attempts to establish contact w j t h Mesa Pol ice Detective
Karen Somers were unsuccessful.

Attrmpto to establ 'i sh
Attorney Ray Addlngton were unsuccsssful.

contact

wl t h

Court-Appoi nted

J

Bt 11 Baker recammekids Mr. Stone
-..-.,.,".",::,"," ,.*,,-,. ,-,*,. Deputy County Aatorney
recefve the max31nnvruu term..ls.P.'-Tmpr'liionment. He noted ~ t b ~ ~ . , , . ~ . ~ & ~ y . r ~ , . . ? ~ ~ , , M ~ ~ ~ ~ t
behaviors I n the tnstant offense clearly showed that M r . Stone i s an ode OF
control add3ctwwho should serve a lengthy term of imprisonNent.
"

,

Fflchael Parker (Brooker9 was contacted by phone and
requested that Mr. Stone recelve seven years or more in the Arizona Department
of Corractfans, ne belteves FBr. Stone deserves a substantial mIOMslt o? prison
t o t h t n k about what he d i d and why i t was wrong. Additionally, Mr. Brooker
noted that he has not pafd any montes towards the medical debts he incurred as
a result of belng stabbed by Wr. Stone.
Ruby ,y, a representati~e froin Wsa buthsran Hospital,
conffrmed her agency I s owed $283.89 For the medtc;al care provided to Michael
Barker on the date of' February 23, 1994.
PAGE 3

976 Sage Wood Place Pocalello, ldabo 83201
(208-478-9220 or 244-1020)

December 4,2004
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, agree with all of tile above inentioned,

~nd~-~
uriest
without question to better my future and
for
me.
to use tlre tools Mr. Pel-ry will -prepare
,.."

.

'
!
;,2.<;{,
,,
?,.&.

.-,

.-1;1'

;

A?,..:/ ;
1.
. I
..,. -,' ,
.
:
.
agree
,
to be alcohol and drug free tkrougllout
Illis'$rogrtibi and will'agee?~take randoin drug test, when ever Mr. Perry advises irie to
do so.

.-..:+j:,477
7v2,

1 ,/' H",.
. :

,.

,

/:
/&;+---...-'I
"..,&-:f.LX'
,will be open and honest with Mr. Perry and will

+c'

ria-I
to Mr. Perry, any workers of Mr. Perry's; or .any
of the program
..

,agree to make it mandatory to pray for at least
Peny will help me to understand why Ineed to
'

make time for my prayers
i

self.

,<.'

I' I

,

;

..

..

.

. .

.

1;' . , -..,<.. ;,:-;.>
, +,.+.. ,; .. ,?.*?:. . . . .- 2, agree to pay for my counseling frbnr my own
fundilg, and agree to pay fbi allmy own drug testing.
--.,

,,

sun giving nly -permission to Mr. Pemy to look
ents that will e n a b 1 e . h to help me to be a free
man and I ain willing to sign docunrentation to help him to do so.

e,
2:+

.-7

..

I
an1 signing this docur~entfree of will without
dyp$&suie fronr auy'&re.'f~an~doiilg.this on my own to help illy hture. I wraerstard
thatthis is not mr easy progran but w&t to do it to protect nry future.

Dated this

/

Day of .

f' a,.,ij'j.-i/?-

Perry J"k

/ /
t..'

+

.

:

.

b'

.

,

,

in the y e a of2004,
.-.
by RobofiDude

F. Stone

.

.

.

..

.

,

'

...

..

.

976 Sage Wood Place Poeatefto, Idaho 83201
(208-478-9220 or 244-1020)

December 4,2004

. .

This is a11 Alcohol and Drug progranl for F. Stone, to help lim slowly return illto society,
as well as educate hi111 about alcohol, drug's, and anger problenls.
Alcohol and Divg Counseling and randoin drug testing.
Set up Parentiilg classes.
Set up Anger managemeilt classes.
Set up 101% range plans with a certified alcohol and &vg councilor.
Help F. Stone fmd or create a Job.
Help F. Stone create a business for his future.
Re~earchthe charges in AZ for F. Stone to help him figure out his
witii
the State of AZ.
Help him to turu himself in, and find the quickest way to get l ~ out
n home, clegi
and in business.
Help F. Stone one on one to teach l k about business, the world, wid himself,
.
.
slowly. . .
Help F. Stone to get in to school to help sharpen his people skills as well as
coinmunity skills.
L

I will spend a number of hours with F. Stoile counseling with hi111 spiritually as well
mentally physically and emotiollally.

Mr. Stone this program is a the start of a long range program, I will help you iii
everyway I can, I will have to charge a fee for my work, not because I want to but
because I have to. I have bills to pay aid mouths to feed just as you will understand
throughout this program. My fee for beginning this program is $5000.00 I do
understand that you are short of cash now so I can accept half 110w and the other half
when you get lnore funding.
Thaik you,

~

6. We knew Faron owed Health and Welfare so we protected his investments by
keeping his name off titles, deeds, phone bills, light bills, gas bills, etc.
7. We knew Faron had no credit so we got the light and gas bills, in Dudes l1aine.
8. We knew Faron would have to; subinit to a 10 year back ground check to own the
trailers, so we placed them in the ownership of the management company because
we knew Georgette wuld pass a background check.
9. We got a phone for Faron in our name so he could stay in contact with us.

A s you can see from this list of expenditures, your money was spent well.
Faron, let it be know that many people placed there good names on the line for you.
We-havegone to great extent, over and above, what any person is expected to do for
any other human being in the world.
You, have been given a huge chance to succeed in society because, we all know you
can.
All of this was given at a very snlall cost to you, what you have received from us is a
lifetime of knowledge that has helped us to become successful.
. . . .a list of any
Now, for the record could you please show us in writing
. or
.. verbally
.
people thathave done more for you then us.

,

.

.,

We await your answer.
Remember you do have a Choice in life to do what is right or that which is wrong, if
you want to be a winner, you wilI hang with winners.
If you want to be a loser, "you finish this sentence".

If you have read this documelltation and have not signed a non-disclosure document, YOU
axe in violation of the Freedom of Infonnation act. You can be setting yourself up to
receive a fine up to $10,000.00 dollars and 5 years in prison.

THON, IT WAS
THlS XS CONFlDEN'BTULINFO
CmATED FOR F U O N STBm, AND Tl%E
PARTIES INVOkWD, ONLY.

.

. . .,

.

The Shoshone-Bannock Tribes
Registration & Tribal Business License Certificate

Tribal Busirtess License No.
Granted 11/%012004

2Q041-m-446

Expires 1213112QBP4

2310

Calendar Year:

2004
$0.00

License Fee Paid:

OWNER & CONTACT INFORMATION
i\lame(s) and Mailing Address

Registration No.:

.

BUSINESS INFORMATION
NameIDBA, Address and Phone Number

Georgette &'ErnestRm&g ~ a g t e

R

George&%Ra&g

Fort BU:Rome based, Sadanee Road

Eagle9Omer

em (208)233-2m

PICE-34 Box 179, B"ow@Uo,ID 83204
License Type

4. Service

M Eagle
~ mmgemelat

P=

Organization Type

NOTES JQVDSTIPULATIONS 36mUMaress:

Reservatioa B e d m hcstioa: Pendine Service
Tke b w h w has r w e r & raa being aGeast 51% o m & and operaw by Shosbon~-BawockTribal Member(s)
mme6 On We. As smeb bnshess owned and operated 51% or mom by TlfbIslMembep(5)are exempt froan
pay@ rq"i"ile licemefka
* Rentarl W%rsnagem& Service8
I

Business License g~eparthent
P.O. Box 808
"$
.,"
Drive
72 Navajo
Fort Hall, ID 83203
T
rlenhnn~
(208) 478-3725
478-3725
Telephone
Facsimile (208) 478-3724
www.shoshonebannocktribes.com
C"

".",&

In accordance to Tribal Ordinance FHBC-92-S- 1 (411511 992) '"Iiibal Business License Act" Chapter 3 Business License and Chapter 4 License Ap. plication, and having paid the requisite fee to the Shoshone-BawockTribal
Business License Department, the above named business is being granted
to conduct the specified business-trade.within;ti~e
- the privilege
business-trade within the exterior
exterio~
'
bou~idariesof the Fort Hall Reservalion.

-

Share Withdrawal: Check
DUDE PERRY

Purpose

:

Account:

713626:SF80:00

DUDE PERRY

Remjtted By: Stone, Faron
35005

Share Withdrawal: Check

Cage 1 of 1

$6000.00***

New Balance: $

10287.40

POCATELLO RWILROAJ) FEDERAL CREDIT W I Q M
216 WEST WHITMAN * P.O. BOX 1450 * POCATELLO, IDAHO 83204
PHONE (208)232-5746 * FAX (208)232-2785 * 1-800-854-9321
FORT HALL BRANCH * FORT HALL TRADING POST * PHONE (208)232-1367

Date
Time
Teller
Batch

Stone, Faron
PO B o x 6 6 5
F o r t H a l l , ID 83203-0665

:11/18/2004
:15:11:43
:CM
:0
CM 0 4 1 1 1 8 1 5 1 1 4 3

CHECK OUT OUR WEB PAGE.

WE NOW HAVE ONLINE BANKING.
www.prrfcu.coop

C s h In:
-Account Number
713626:SB80:00

.OO Check

In:

Transaction Code
Share Withdrawal: Cash

.OO Csh Out:
Bes Bal
21287.40

5000.00 C s h Back:
Amount
Interest
5000.00

.OO

Fees

End Bal
16287.40

/

(Member C o p y )

-

----'

976 SageWood Place Pocatello, Idaho 83201
(208-478-9220 or 244-1020)
January 2,2005

Progress Report:
Dear Mr. Stone,
In the beginning we signed a contract expressing and explaiiling your situatio11,we
diagramed a program just for you.
In the program, as you will see in the attached documentation, you agreed to many things.
They were not outrages things, just agreements, that society would accept.
Now, Native American Consultulg Services has upheld its end of the deal. However, you
have not.

I have established a rapport with Arizona, and I did advise them of our agreement, but I
now cannot uphold up my end of the deal.

I advised them that you were progmmning. You are not.
I advised then1 that you were alcohol and d ~ u gfree. You are not.
I advised them that you were working your business. You are not.
1advised @en1 that you were living in an alcohol and drug fiee ellviro~mlent.You are not.

Faron if ydu would please look at that attached documentation.
YOUdid agree to do many things, and you have chosen not to do them.
You have violated your entire contract, and are still obligated to pay nle another $2500.00
when you receive your next payment.

NOWlet nle ask you this? You are a traiaing to becoine businessperson with it all
together.
should I do,let the m~ztract

go after the money. What shouid I do?
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TRAWISCRIPT OF PWEElMI14TARU HfEAmNcG
CASE

BEW @R-2005-00@$728-FE
INDEX

PWLMIINAPbP!MATTERS

1

DEFENP)mT'S MOTION TO CON'FBW
Marler

2

Court - Motion Denied

3

PLAIIPdTIFF9SWPTWSSES
MARTH PH1ASm
Direct - Wilkinson

3

Cross - Marler

30

MICIWIAEL BrnLrnD
Direct - Willtinson

57

Cross - Marler

68

Redirect - Wilkinson

75

PISELIP RILL
Direct - Wilkinson

77

Cross - Marler

87

Redirect - Wilkinson

96

TOM SELLERS
Direct - Wilkinson

99

Cross - Marler

122

A: Yes.
Q: What kind of warrant was it?
A: It was called a no-knock search warrant.
Q: In your opinion, what is a no-knock search warrant?
A: A no-knock search warrant is granted in a case where there's more risk involved
han in a normal search warrant where the people or persons inside may be particularly violent
lr may be, have particular circumstances that make them better prepared for this kind of
~perationto be carried out against them and in an operation where being able to enter quickly
nd effectively as you are doing this as a SWAT operation is necessary.
Q: Now, in this particular situation, did you have some sort of circumstances that led
rou to believe that you needed to get a no-knock search warrant?
A: Yes.
Q: What were those circumstances?

A: We had information from Cl's and also surrounding, people surrounding that

esidence that there were guns inside. That Stone had been, Mr. Stone had been in possession
)f guns. We also had information that he had a violent history. We knew of at least one past

:onviction for Aggravated Battery. We also had, when our drug suppression team officers did
I garbage

pull, they found ammunition from both, they found both .357-Magnum handgun

tmmunition and .12-guage shotgun ammunition mixed in with the garbage.
Q: After you received this warrant, I presume it was signed by a judge?
A: Yes.

Q: You said you still, even with a no-knock, you still have an announce requirement.
2ould you explain that to me?
A: That's basic SWAT training on any level. If you're going in, we say, "Warrant
ervice," because it may be arrest or search. As an officer on that team crosses the threshold,
ie's saying, "Police, warrant service." It's a basic announce even though we may not have to
m c k , we have a no-knock, we're still announcing our presence as police officers and what
ve're doing.
Q: So, at the time of the entrance of this trailer, did the first officer in announce he was
he police?
A: I didn't hear hi.I don't remember.
Q: But that's a basic requirement that you have? That's the way that your SWAT team
s trained?

A: Yes.
Q: Is that the way you trained that particular day?

A: Yes. In fact, when we did the walk through even though we were on painted
round, every time someone stepped into the diagram, it was "Police warrant service. Police
Jarrant service. " So, ideally, with a five-man team, it's being said five times as they go in.
Q: Do you recall any of the officers saying that as they went in?
A: I don't have any recollection of it.
Q: Did I hear you say that you were third in line, the third person?

A: I was actually fourth. I never got past the threshold. I had to get off the porch.
Q: Do you remember reading the search warrant in terms of the no-knock provision?

A: Yes. I remember the no-knock provision, yes.
Q: But you don't remember the exact language.
A: I don't remember the exact language now.
Q: You indicated that you had done surveillance and part of the surveiIlance, the
urpose of that was to determine the best time to serve the search warrant. Apparently through
his matrix, you came up with approximately a 1:30, 1:40 serving.
A: I said that the surveillance is to determine who is coming and going. You know, the
best tactical approaches. The time frame is and part of it is a basic understanding and I came
)y it from the training that I've gone through is that generally speaking, people are less active
jetween the hours of l:00 to 5:00, l:00 a.m. to 5 0 0 p.m. [sic], 200 to 5:OO. There's an
lours slip there depending on the training you get from what vender and that's the time of day
hat people are less active, so you have a better chance of being able to achieve surprise.
Q: Why did you choose 1:30, do you know, 1:30, 1:40?
A: Based on that. That was about the right time we felt to go through and do it.
Q: Is that true of execution of warrants that have - that are done in the daytime?

A: What do you mean?
Q: That's a bad question. Let me rephrase that question. Why then would you do
iearch warrants during the daytime?

A: If it's my SWAT team and we have a search warrant, there's not a whole lot of
.eason unless you have a reason to go into a residence to do one during the daytime. Unless
here were exigent circumstances like, you know, maybe a hostage situation. As far as a high-isk search warrant, you're picking a time where, because surprise is a basic principle that you

nd tall. Anyway there's a curtain on the other side of that. I could see there was a light inside
nd P saw the shadow of a person move past it. The shadow stopped at the far end of that, at
he far end of the curtain, I could still see the shadow there.

Q: And there was a light on inside the residence?
A: Yes, there was a light on in that hallway.
Q: What is the next thing that happened?

A: The next thing that I remember was the word, "Go" went. A flash-bang was
eployed behind the trailer. As soon as that went off, Officer Gallaway got on the bullhorn and
legan to announce, "Chubbuck Police Department warrant service," something along those
ines. As that was happening, I went ahead and I moved up the Hooligan Tool, which I was
,oing to have sink down into the door jamb and pry the door open and hold those back
ledrooms.
Q: When you heard the word to go, was that light still on?

A: It was.
Q: Was that shadow still in the hallway?
A: Yes, it was. It was still on the one side of those curtains.

Q: The flash bangs goes off and then you hear Office Galloway announce it.
A: Yes.
Q: Do you recall what he said?

A: 1 recall that it was Chubbuck Police Depawent warrant service. I don't know if he
aid anything after that. I got - as soon as I started hearing that, I had a mental note that that's

;oing on. I went ahead and I moved my Hooligan tool up to have it sunk down in the jamb
vith the ram.
Q: When you started prying on that door, was the light still on?

A: I never actually got to pry on the door, but the door, there's a jamb there and there's
metal lift that's covering that jamb, so, I put the Hooligan tool up there and we were hoping
o have enough power to sink the ram or sink the Hooligan past that metal lip, but it never got

hrough there. So, at that time I could here the entry team move in. A flash bang went off up

n the front of the residence and I heard what I believe was at least two people shouting,
.Police warrant service!" At that time the shooting started. I reached up with the other end of
he Hooligan and I keyed out the window there to reach through and just unlock the door to
:ain entry into there 'cause there was no way that Hooligan was going to open that door up.
Q: You heard, "Police search warrant?"
A: Yes. "Police warrant service!" is what I believe it was.
Q: Was that before the shooting started?
A: Yes. It was right about the same time as all that shooting started right there. I mean,

:verything happened really quick. Once that second flash-bang went off, I mean, between,
'Police warrant service," and all the shooting starting and there is a possibility that those
lings happened at the same time, so I'm not sure.
Q: Could you tell where shots were being fired from?

A: I could tell that, just, well toward the front of the trailer there.
Q: From the hallway or?

A: I couldn't tell you if it was the hallway or where. I just know it was up toward the

4

5

6

1
1
i

Q: Tell me what happened?

A: I reached up. I keyed the window out. I stuck my arm up to go through the window

8 1

10

Q : You stated that at that point you decided to break out a window. Is that correct?

A: Yes. Break the window out that's in the center of the door.

/
9

front of the residence.

and I got knocked back about a foot. I backed down the steps, dropped the Hooligan and went

I
i

on to my long gun and at that same time I saw a hole in the wall right in front of me. I could
hear more bullets coming through the wall. I continued to back up farther so that I didn't get

hit again. At that point I turned around to the officers that were standing there on the
containment, Officer Galloway and Officer May and told them that B thought 1 had just been
shot. Officer Galloway got on the radio and advised my dispatch that I had just been shot. We
started, well, I was real concerned that it had gone through my neck, so we started looking for
an exit wound and at the same time we undid my vest a little bit and I was bleeding down my
chest. At that point, Officer Galloway and Officer May backed up with me back by where our
van was at and then I told Officer Galloway to go and assist Officer Anderson in getting out of
there. Then myself and Officer May proceeded up to where I was going to contact the EMS to
check me out.
Q: Did you get shot?

A: Yes, 11 had been shot.
Q: Where were you shot?

A: I was shot in my upper chest just below my neck.

Q: Where was Officer May and Officer Galloway?
A: Officer May and Galloway, this isn't particularly representative of how the yard
vent. Along the backside here there's a fence that extends from the trailer itself out to the
:utter. They were positioned somewhere in this area right here.
Q: On the same side of the fence that you were on.

A: Yes, on the same side.
C O W : Why don't you help us out and label those officers and you. Where you had
ircled yourself on those stairs, put your name there. Thank you.
Q: I think you can take the witness stand. I[ think that's all I need you up to the diagram
or. At the time of the PA - let me back up. Which officer announced, I believe you used the
mnguage, "Chubbuck Police Department warrant search." Who announced that?
A: Police Department warrant service? There was multiple people that announced it. I
now Officer Galloway on the back corner announced, "Chubbuck Police Department..."
Q: Let's stop there.

A: Okay.
Q: When he made that announcement, about how far away from him were you?

A: Approximately ten feet. Maybe even within that.
Q: Was that announcement made over some kind of device?
A: It was made over a bullhorn.
Q: You testified about the sequence, I believe, the prosecutor said k i d of frame-byrame. I was interested in the timing. Give me an idea of your perception of ihe timing from
he point that you heard, "Go,go, go," until you began to retreat from the door.

A: 1 don't know. It seemed like a long time to me, but I really don't know. Probably 20
econds, 30 seconds something like that. When you're in a situation like that, time tends to do
trange things, so I'm not sure.
Q: Fair enough. Help me with the sequence with the noise flash device that was set off
n the back yard. Who performed that?

A: That was Officer May.
Q: Tell me about the time in between that flash device and PA bullhorn announcement.
Yhich came first?
A: The noise flash device came first and as soon as that went off, that PA was, Officer
3alIoway was on that PA already.
Q: So it was just like instantaneous?
A: Yeah, it was like immediate.
Q: You testified that you heard another flash, another noise that came from the front.
A: That's correct.
Q: I thought you said that was another flash device.
A: Yes.
Q: How long between the first flash device and the second?
A: Probably six, seven seconds something like that. I'm not sure.
Q: Could it have been less?

A: I wouldn't have thought it would be less than that. It seemed about that.
Q: You indicated you were at the door and you were knocked backwards.
A: Yes.

Q: At that point, somewhere in that time frame you felt like you had been shot.

A: Yeah.
Q: Did you return fire?

A: I did not.
Q: Did you draw your weapon or you had your weapon out?
A: I had it at the low ready position. I dropped the Hooligan as I backed off the steps

here and I brought my rifle in front of me just to low ready in case that door came open or in
:ase there was more fire that came my way.
Q: I'm a little confused here. At what point did you drop the Hooligan and retrieve

?ourweapon from your holster?
A: As soon as I got knocked back and I realized what had happened, I dropped the
Iooligan. As I backed down those steps, I brought my rifle up to low ready. I mean it was
rnrnediately, so I don't think there was a long period of time that lapsed there.
Q: You had a rifle rather than your handgun?
A: I had my handgun on my side, but I also had a rifle that was slung on the front of

ne.
COURT: Is that also called a machine pistol?
A: It's called a UMP is what they call it.
Q: When you were there, did you have the Hooligan in one hand and your pistol in

our other hand?
A: No. My pistol was in my holster. The rifle was slung down the center of my chest.
: has a three-point harness that clips here in the front so it just hangs. Then I had the Hooligan

n my hand. You have to have your hand on two points of that Hooligan as it's being sunk to
Ise it. So, essentially, as I had been knocked back, I dropped the Hooligan, just reached right
iere in front of me and retrieved the rifle and just went to low ready.
Q: Do you have an idea of the time in between the last flash device that you heard you

~elievecame from the front and the time that you were knocked backwards?
A: I don't. It seemed quick. There was a lot of gunfire. It wouldn't have been more
han a few seconds, but I'm not sure.
Q: Then you indicated that you heard some more bullets coming through the wall.

A: Yes.
Q: Tell me a little bit more about that.

A: Essentially as I was backing down the steps, I noticed the one hole in the wall right
n front of me. Then, I mean, there was still shooting that was going on. It sounded like it was
:oming out of the trailer. I didn't know what part of the trailer it was coming out of. I just
:ontinued to back up to avoid getting hit again.
Q: Are you aware of any additional holes other than the one that you saw?

A: No. I didn't see any others.
Q: No further questions, Your Honor.

COURT: Any redirect, Mr. Wilkinson?

rnCHflAElh, B A L L W
mDIIHQECT- WHLKmSON
Q: You testified regarding certain times. You stated that the times between flash bangs

Nas approximately six seconds? Are you guessing or is that a fact?

A: That's guessing. That's an estimation of the time.
Q: You said that the entire incident lasted somewhere around, I think you said, 20 to 30

econds.
A: That's what it seemed like lo me.
Q: Is that also an estimation?
A: That's also an estimation.

Q: So you weren't looking at your watch.
A: No, I was not.
Q: Thank you.
COURT: Anything else in light ofthose questions, Mr. Marler?
MARLER: No, Your Honor.
COURT: All right. You may step down, sir. Thank you. Call your next witness, Mr.
Nilkinson.
WILKINSON: Thank you. I'd like to call Officer Phil Bill. May this witness be
mxcused, Your Honor?
COURT: Mr. Marler?
MARLER: Yes.
COURT: Yes. Thank you.
COURT: Just a moment Officer Hill. Officer Mill, if you'd come forward please. Raise
iour right hand before the clerk and be sworn to tell the truth.
WITNESS SWORN
COURT: Thank you, sir. Have a seat to my left.

A: Obviously dark. There's a streetlight on the corner, which lights up the outside
airly brightly.
Q: How well could you see?
A: Could see fairly well.
Q: Would you please tell us what your role was during this particular operation?
A: Sure. I was going to be the number two-man going through on the main stack that
vas going through on the front door.
Q: You were going through the front door.

A: Correct.
Q: You were supposed to be the second guy going in?

A: Second guy.
,
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Q: Could you please tell us and I want you to start right there on the porch and

:ssentially tell us frame-by-frame what happened.

A: Upon coming up to the porch, Sgt. Frasure gave the command to go. At that t h e , a
3ash noise diversionary device basically a flash bang was going to be deployed at the back end
,f the trailer. At the same time we were going to come up, the front door was to be breached
vith TKO rounds through the shotgun. Upon completion of that, the door was pushed open.
knother diversionary device was deployed inside the house. That diversionary device went
~ f fInitially
.
Officer Gilbert was supposed to go in. Me was going to be the first one going in.
Be hesitated a little bit on the diversionary device going off, kind of set of back a little bit,
which basically caused me to go ahead and take the lead. At that time I went to the door,
stepped inside the door, pushed the door open and shots were fired.

,

.

Q: Now, I want you to tell us, when you went inside that door, went inside the trailer,
vhat did you see?
A: Well, the front door.
Q: Sorry, now we're inside. So what did you see inside?
A: Well, it was dark. I probably got one step inside the door, maybe a step to two steps
nside the door.
Q: And you were the first man to walk inside, take a step inside?
A: Correct.
Q: So, you take one step inside the door and what happened?

A: And I'm pushing the door, to push the door open. It came to a sudden abrupt stop. 1

emember it being a solid stop. I went to push a little harder and simultaneously at that time P
eard the rounds going off. 1 heard shots being fired.
Q: Could you see where they were coming from?
A: No.
Q: You could not.

A: No. I[ was facing the other direction.
Q: Which direction were you facing?

A: The front door swings open to the right. I was pushing on the door. I was going to

o to the right. As I was pushing the door open, the shots were coming basically over my left
houlder.
Q: From inside the trailer?

A: From inside the trailer, yeah.

A: There was. There was some stairs to my left. After I fired some suppression rounds
o stop the firing from inside, I went to my left and I went down the stairs and got out of there.
Q: Did you see who you were shooting at when you returned the fire?
-I$".

A: No, I didn't.
Q: What did see?
A: I seen some muzzle flashes that were inside. It was dark inside and that's about it.
Q: What was the, let me just as you, was the trailer filed with smoke at that point?
A: I don't recall.
Q: When you pushed the door in after the noise device had been set off, was the room

,moky?
A: You, know, I don't recall. I don't recall.
Q: Have you had any experience with entering small rooms after a noise device has
:one off!
A: Yes, I have.
Q: What's your general impression of the air at that point?

A: My general impression of the air is usuafly that it is somewhat smoky inside.
Q: You just indicated that you didn't see who you were shooting at.
A: I didn't.
Q: You were shooting in the direction of, help me out here.
A: I was shooting in the direction where the muzzle flashes came from, where I heard
he firing come from.

WILKINSON: Yes, sir.
COURT: Thank you, sir. You can be excused. Next witness.
WILKINSON: I have no further witnesses.
COURT: Mr. MarIer, any witnesses?
MARLER: None, Your Honor.
COURT: Gentlemen, do you have argument?
WILKINSON: Yes, sir, I do.

CLOSING AWGmENT - WKKWalSON
WILMINSON: What I'd like to do, Your Honor, I'd just like to talk about each count
~ne-by-one.We're dealing with four counts:
So, the first count that we're dealing with is an Aggravated Battery of a Police Officer
In Officer Mike Ballard. We have shown through all the testimony here that this did, in fact,
iappen on May 7Ih, 2005. All the witnesses that took the stand indicated that was the date. We
lid show through every single witness that took the stand that this did, in fact, happen in
:hubbuck, Bannock County, Idaho. So we have jurisdiction and we have the date correct. The
pestion becomes in regard to shooting an officer. Was this a deadly weapon? I would assert to
he Court that a .357-caliber handgun is, in fact, a deadly weapon. Was Mike Ballard a police
~fficer?Yes, he was. He took the stand and told you that he was.
Now, I think that the real sticky point of this whole entire situation is, does the
iefendant know or have reason to know that the people he was shooting at are police officers?
think that the evidence that you heard today makes it pretty clear that he should have had
eason or did, in fact, know that these were police officers. First of all, officers took the stand

Possession of Methamphetamine, again, we showed the date. We have shown that it
was this particular county. We have shown that the defendant was there on that particular
night. Pat Teton, and I might have to go back on Counts I and I1 now that I think about it, but
Pat Teton took the stand and told you about the interview. He told you that this particular
defendant talked to him and toid him that he was shooting a .357-caliber handgun. We know
that the Chubbuck Police Officers only had .40's and .223. But, the items that were taken out
of the chest of Detective BaIIard and out of the back of Phil Bill, were .3S7-caliber. Out of his
own mouth, according to Pat Teton, gives us the evidence that not only was he there, but that
he had a firearm in his possession and that he fired it and he did tell Detective Teton that it
was, in fact, a .357. We have Counts I. We have Counts II. We have Possession of
Methamphetamine because we have the date and we have the defendant there and possession
and control of the residence. He was in possession and control of the bullets, according to him,
that were in the master bedroom. It follows, I believe, at least for constructive possession, that
he would have been in possession and control of the drug items that were in there as well. He
:ertainly would have had the ability to exercise control over that spoon, over that syringe, over
that straw, who Detective Sellers took that stand and told you were, in fact, in his opinion,
methamphetamine. He needs to be bound over on Count I. He needs be bound over on Count

[I. He needs be bound over on Count III.
Count IV, is Unlawful Possession of a Firearm. Again, we've shown the dates. We've
shown the county. We've shown the fact that this particular man was in possession of a
firearm. Can he have a firearm? We had two pieces of evidence on that point. Mar@ Frasure,
when he took the stand, and I know that was about five hours ago, but when he took the stand,

he said that when we were going to be doing this search warrant, we asked for a no-knock
warrant and the reason we did that was because this man had a felony conviction for
Aggravated Battery. If the Court looks at the code, you would see that Aggravated Battery is
one of the enumerated convictions, felony convictions that we have in the State of Idaho that
disallows someone to have a firearm. Part 11, evidence wise on this, Pat Teton talks to him
about him possessing that firearm and the defendant himself out of his own mouth said to Pat
Teton, "Yeah, I know I'm a convicted felon. I'm on parole and I'm not supposed to have a
firearm, but I did anyway." So, I do believe we have met all of the prongs, at least for a
Preliminary Hearing, for Count I, 11, III and IV and we respectfully ask that the Court bind the
defendant over.
COURT: Thank you, Mr. Wilkinson. Mr. Marler, argument from the defense.
MARLER: Thank you. First, as a matter of housecleaning, I would like the diagram to
be marked and entered as evidence.
COURT: We'll mark it as, I would say Defendant's Exhibit 1. We've had all kinds of
people marking on it, but we'll mark it as that and Mr. Wilkinson, do you have any objection
to it being admitted?
WILKINSON: No, sir.
COURT: I think for purposes of this hearing demonstrative purposes, it's fine.
WILKINSON: Whatever use it will have.
COURT: Exactly. I don't know if it's real productive now, but it helped during the
Preliminary Hearing. That's for sure.
MARLER: I just want to let everybody to know it's drawn right to scale.

CONCLUSION
COURT: The Court, having reviewed the evidence presented today and the testimony
f the witnesses, do find with regard to Count I, that the said, Faron Stone, there is evidence
3

suggest that a crime was committed, that being an Aggravated Battery Upon a Law

Cnforcement Officer and that Mr. Stone is likely the person that committed that crime.
With regard to Count 11, the Aggravated Battery Upon Officer Phillip Hill, again the
:ourt finds that there is sufficient evidence to suggest that a crime was committed in this
latter and that evidence also suggests that Mr. Stone was the individual that committed that
rime.
With regard to Count IV, again, I think the evidence is pretty clear to the Court with
egard to Possession of, Unlawful Possession of a Firearm by admission of Mr. Stone and the
:stimony of Sgt. Frasure. It is clear to the Court that Mr. Stone was a convicted felon and was
lot supposed to be in possession of any firearm and that he did, in fact, possess a firearm. So,
do believe there is sufficient evidence to suggest that he did Unlawfully Possess a Firearm.
With regard to Count m,this is a Possession of a Controlled Substance,
Aethamphetamine. Detective Sellers testimony concerned what he found in the master
ledroom and bath and that is also where he found the 3 5 7 rounds or casings where Mr. or
Ietective Teton verified through the interview with Mr. Stone, that Mr. Stone actually emptied
he cylinder, which is very consistent with what Detective Sellers determined in his review of
he evidence found on scene. That would suggest that he was, Mr. Stone was in the master
ledroom and/or bath of that trailer and that he did possess dominion or control over the items
n that area. That would suggest to me that the testimony from Detective Sellers, based on his

training and experience, that he did find paraphernalia along with residue that is consistent with
methamphetamine and that it was his opinion, without objection, that it was methamphetamine
that he found in the trailer. There is sufficient evidence to suggest that a crime was committed
and that based upon the location of the evidence found and Mr. Stone's control over that area,
based on his own statements to Detective Teton, I do find that Mr. Stone is likely the person
that committed that crime.
So, I do bind the defendant over on Counts I, 11, I11 and IV to the District Court for
Further proceedings. There was a bond set in this matter in the amount of $100,000 and that
will continue and I will remand the defendant back to the custody of the Bannock County

Sheriff's Department in lieu of that bond. Thank you gentlemen. We'll be adjourned.

END
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05-PO9675

LAW INCIDENT:
N a t u r e : AGENCY A S S I S T
A d d r e s s : 2 1 0 CIRCLE INN ST; 8 2 4
C i t y : Chubbuck
ST: I D
L o c a t i o n : AREA # 4 CHUBBUCK

-

O f f e n s e C o d e s : AACH
R e c e i v e d B y : JENSEN, C
How R e c e i v e d : T e l e p h o n e
R s p n d g O f f i c e r s : DANIELS, R
R s p n s b l O f f i c e r : DANIELS,R
D i s p o s i t i o n : Active
When R e p o r t e d : 1 9 : 2 9 : 1 7 0 5 / 0 9 / 0 5
Occurred: Between 01:00:00 05/07/05
a n d 18:30:00 05/07/05

Zip': 8 3 2 0 2
A g e n c y : PPD

on 0 5 / 1 0 / 0 5

REPORTEES:

----------

NAME: CHUBBUCK POLICE DEPARTMENT
~ a &N u m b e r : 5 0 5 1 6
Sex:
DOB: **/**/**
SSN:
- Race:
A d d r e s s : 5 1 6 0 YELLOWSTONE AV, CHUBBUCK, I D 8 3 2 0 2
Home P h o n e : ( 2 0 8 ) 2 3 7 - 7 1 7 2
Work P h o n e : ( 2 0 8 ) 2 3 7 - 7 1 7 2

% , O F F I G E R ~ , . ~ Q ~ J . & & - L L U ~ ~ E D : 5-9-05

@ 1 9 4 2 HRS

INVESTIGATIVE TIME: 11 HRS
LAW INCIDENT #: 05-PO9675
STENO I N I T I A L S : C J
DATE & TIME
TRANSCRIBED: 5-9-05 @ 1 9 4 2 HRS
#1-GENERAL

NARRATIVE:

1. B R I E F SYNOPSIS O F EVENTS:
Pocatello ~ d i c e
D e p a r t m e n t a s s i s t e d t h e Idaho S t a t e P o l i c e w i t h t h e
i n v e s t i g a t i o n of an o f f i c e r ' s s h o o t i n g involving t h e C h u b b u c k P o l i c e
Department.
2 . DOCUMENTS OF EVIDENCE:
STATEMENTS:
N i n e h a n d w r i t t e n s t a t e m e n t s t h a t w i l l , b e t u r n e d o v e r t o Idaho
State Police.
3.

NARRATIVE:

On 5-7-05 I r e s p o n d e d t o 2 1 0 C i r c l e I n n n u m b e r 2 4 t o a s s i s t w i t h an Idaho S t a t e
P o l i c e i n v e s t i g a t i o n . A t t h a t l o c a t i o n , I w a s assigned t o c o n t a c t n e i g h b o r s t o
d e t e r m i n e w h a t , i f a n y t h i n g , t h e y h a d heard a n d / o r s e e n . I w a s a b l e t o contact
2 2 residences.
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Incident # : 05-PO9675

A he
first residence I contacted was number 26.
residence are a DEBBIE
S, date of birth

ects who live at that
, and STEPHANIE M
HUGHES, date of birth
DEBBIE told me the following: That she had
gotten home at approximately 0110 hours. Approximately 20 minutes later, she
had heard a loud boom followed by a bunch of shots. She then heard a scream
andlooked through her front room window. ph-e..$&ed
that she saw a male
holding a weapon with a long barrel pointing toward trailer number 24. DEBBIE
then went to the back of the trailer. Somewhere between the hours of 0230 and
0300, she went to the front of her trailer, looked out, and did not see
anything else. STEPHANIE stated that she had only heard the noise, did not look
out and see anything. DEBBIE provided me with a written statement as to what
she heard and saw.
. .
,

2

L,

I was contacted by amale subject who stated that he lived in trailer number
89. He' stated that he did not see anything, but that he had heard what he
believed to be several shots at approximately 0130 hours. He did not provide a
written statement.

-. I contacted the residents in trailer number 60, CHARLES and CAROL BARNECLO.
."S . CAROL did not hear anything or see anything. CHARLES also advised that he did
not hear or see anything until he was awakened for the evacuation.

'/

I contacted the residents of trailer number 5
AN M PRICE, date of birth
and a SOPHIA L PRICE, date of birth
BRIAN advised that he
yet asleep when he heard a loud shot
yelling. He stated that
he then called 911 and was advised that police were on scene. He then looked
out his front window and saw a SWAT member crouched by his vehicle. He stated
that during the shooting, he heard a group of shots then the shots stopped and
it was followed by one single shot. He believed that total there were ten to
fifteen shots fired within just a few seconds. He believed that two guns
sounded alike and there was one what he believed to be larger caliber.

5

I contacted the residents at trailer number eight. I was advised by the female
subject that her husband PEDRO WALLACE had given a written statement to another
officer. I saw the statement that had been written. It was on a yellow legal
pad.

$..'!.I
""he

i

!

7

I contacted ANGIE L CHRXSTENSEN, date of
She advised that she waa the only one in
stated that at approximately 0200 hours,
at once, that it did not last very long,
thought it was another thunder storm.

birth
in trailer number 52.
the tr
t heard anything. She
she heard loud noises, that it was all
and that due to the recent thunder she

I contacted VESTA WIGINTON at trailer number 54. She advised thatshe did not

i

,!

contacted the resident at trailer n*er
nine. The male subject advised that
had not seen or heard anything the previous evening, however, his wife HOPE
WEST, date of birth
advised the following: At approximately 0200 to
0230 hours, she heard what she believed to be four to five shots. She tried to
wake her husband and he wouldn't wake up. ~ h ~ I o n - - a. . & . L. o ~
window and saw what-thouaht
were three teenaaed boys wearina black hoodies
and-blu~a-ahfromt-hp-of
A.toward Smiths.
HOPE provided me with a written statement as to what she heard and saw.

0
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/

hear o r h e a r anything.

'"

I ~ o n t a c ~ eJOYAL
d
REDINGTON a t t r a i l e r number 22.
hear o r s e e anything.

--*
.-

She advised t h a t s h e d i d not

I c o n t a c t e d MARVIN L NEIGHBORS, d a t e of b i r t h 1-29-30, a t t r a i l e r number f i v e .
NEIGHBORS a d v i s e d t h a t he was awake, t h a t he heard one shotgun and what he
b e l i e v e d t o be a high powered shot, followed by f i v e quick s h o t s . H e b e l i e v e d
t h a t it was someone drunk who had come home and was shooing i n t h e a i r . He d i d
not l o o k o u t s i d e . Due t o MARVIN'S bad e y e s i g h t , he d i d n o t provide a w r i t t e n
s t a t e m e n t . MARVIN'S wife FAYE L NEIGHBORS d i d not hear o r s e e a n y t h i n g .

'

g ' I c o n t a c t e d LARAINE VAL BRIGGS, d a t e of b i r t h 2-22-38, and h i s w i f e GAE H
BRIGGS, d a t e o f b i r t h 3-27-42, a t t r a i l e r number f o u r . VAL a d v i s e d t h a t he had
g o t t e n up t o go t o t h e r e s t r o o m a t approximately 0150 hours. VAL s t a t e d t h a t
h e h e a r d a l o u d boom, what he believed t o be a shotgun f i r e d twice, followed by
t h r e e r a p i d f i r e , what he b e l i e v e d t o be handgun s h o t s . VAL s t a t e d t h a t he
knew t h e ' d i f f e r e n c e ' due t o h i s c a r e e r i n t h e m i l i t a r y . VAL s t a t e d t h a t he
e v e n t u a l l y looked o u t h i s f r o n t room window, a t which time he saw a v e h i c l e '
l e a v i n g t h e a r e a . This was between t h e hours of 0300 and 0330. H e b e l i e v e d t h e
v e h i c l e t o be p o s s i b l y a Jeep Wagoneer. H e advised t h a t i t was t o dark t o g e t
a ' c o l o r . The v e h i c l e was d r i v i n g slowly eastbound toward Smith's. VAL b e l i e v e d
t h e v e h i c l e t o , b e a newer model due t o t h e f a c t t h a t it had t h e t h i r d t a i l
l i g h t mounted high on t h e ' v e h i c l e . VAL was unable t o s e e who was d r i v i n g t h e
v e h i c l e . GAE a d v i s e d t h a t s h e was awakened by a l o u d bang and a pop. She
s t a t e d t h a t t h a t was followed by t h r e e pops. GAE d i d n o t look o u t s i d e and had
no more i n f o r m a t i o n . Both of these s u b j e c t provided w r i t t e n s t a t e m e n t s .
c o n t a c t e d JAMES RIDINGS a t t r a i l e r 29. He advised t h a t he had heard some
norse, g o t up, checked on h i s kids, and went back t o bed. He was then awakened
f o r t h e evacuation.

$1

!

I c o n t a c t e d STEPHANIE D MIDDLESTEDT, d a t e of b i r t h
i n t r a i l e r number
*'three.
STEPHANIE was up feeding her baby. She s t a
he h e a r d what she
b e l i e v e d t o b e s e v e r a l s h o t s--. - .
room windshe. b e l i e v e d t o be t h r e e .auys runnina westbound f&o%T;fk-alaf-.m.l%Ze.. She s t a t e d t h a t she then sawwhat she b e l i e v e d t o b e a maroon Suburban
l e a v i n g t h e a r e a . STEPHANIE was provided w i t h a s t a t e m e n t form t o be f i l l e d
o u t . Upon checking p r i o r t o l e a v i n g t h e a r e a , STEPHANIE had n o t y e t f i l l e d out
t h e form and was n o t a t her residence.
d.

TI

c o n t a c t e d t h e r e s i d e n t of number two, who advised t h a t he had been o u t and
upon coming home, t h e t r a i l e r park was roped o f f and he was n o t allowed
entrance.

-

I c o n t a c t e d LORI L CROWDER-HEATH, d a t e of b i r t h 1-5-56, i n t r a i l e r number s i x .
She t o l d m e t h e following: She heard a l o u d what sounded l i k e a canon followed
by f.our "pingym sounding s h o t s . She advised t h a t a f t e r the' f i r s t s e t of s h o t s ,
she b e l i e v e d t h a t s h e heard a s i n g l e s h o t . She b e l i e v e d t h i s happened between
0205 hours and 0215 hours.
She s t a t e d t h a t she looked o u t h e r window and saw
a d a r k c o l o r e d Suburban with t h r e e brake l i g h t s . She b e l i e v e d t h e v e h i c l e was
p o s s i b l y a burgundy c o l o r b u t was unsure. LORI provided me with. a w r i t t e n
Statement.

f?.

I

!
!
i

q

I c o n t a c t e d LORI NEAL, d a t e of b i r t h

i n t r a i l e r number 59.

LORI
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Incident #: 05-PO9675
I jnformed GALLOWAY that I was conducting a criminal investigation and that
thls interview was voluntary and he was free to leave at any time. Officer
GALLOWAY informed Detective SELLERS and I of the following:
The location where the critical incident took place was 211 Circle Inn
3* a.
#24 in Chubbuck, Bannock County, Idaho. This occurred on 5-7-05 at

L,

approximately 0130 hours. He was there assisting in the service of a search
warrant at that location.
b. His full name is MATTHEW PAUL GALLOWAY. He is 25-years-old and
employed by the ~hubguckPolice Department in the capacity of a patrol officer.
i s b
a
d
e
c
a
l
l He was hired at the Chubbuck Police
Department in October of 2002. His current assiqnrnent is as a patrol officer.
AS^^ such, he was asked to assist in serving the search warrant at,the residence.

j

j

!

:

1

I
::
14.

j
i

i

.

.

c. His primary duty weapon is a.Glock,model 22, 40-caliber handgun.' On
the date of the critical incident he was carrying his Glock, which was loaded
with 16 rounds of department issued Gold Dot 40-caliber ammunition. His
firearms qualifications are current per department standards and are available
for review from the department firearms file. On the date of the critical
incident he did not fire his Glock while at the scene. He did not fire any
other weapons during the critical incident.
d ; On5-7-05, he was on duty working from 2100 to0700 hours anddid not.'. . . . .
go out of service until he was relieved to go home following the critical
incident. He assisted in serving the search warrant in the capacity of
announcing the police department's presence at the rear of the residence. At
the time of the call out he was on duty and had not consumed any alcohol or any
medication.

,,

e. At the time of the critical incident he was wearing his department
issued uniform, which consisted of a navy blue, short sleeved shirt with
patches on both sleeves, and an embroidered badge and name on the front. He
was wearing navy blue pants, soft body armor, and other standard police safety
gear. He was clearly marked and readily identifiable as a police officer at
the time of the critical incident. Lurina the criticz&,&&&&,
ittwash k
r a _ s . ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L L t ~ ~ o ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ - 3tice
~ ~ l . e
&p.a.rtmeat -., w h i . . & c h h e e , e , e , s . t a ~ . & * . JiaAdicaLe--na
~..
~ i f n e ~ ~ . e a x h . - w a r s a n 1 1 . - and
s i that
~ ~ he was in the process
of announcing a second time when gunfrre broke out. He did not sustain any
injuries during the critical incident.
f.. As a member of the chubbuck Police Department, he was aware that an
investigation was underway and that the drug suspension unit was watching 211
Circle Inn #24. They had information that the resident, FARON STONE, was
armed. He indicated that he received information from another officer that
bullet casings were found in the trash during a trash pull of the residence at
211 Circle Inn #24. He indicated that he knew about the investigation a couple
of weeks prior to the search warrant being served and that there were pictures
of STONE on the patrol board at the Chubbuck Police Department. He indicated
that he had not had any dealings with STONE or MARIA VILLA, the other possible
resident, prior to service of the search warrant. . , & " c a a o f the c u, t ~ r a l
i i x k b w not see FZikX&m&
&c-aA.sp-. s t a t e d - W - a h
iS
lif.e.e._~.-U-e
fife of his fekl.ow officers were in danaer due t u u n fire and.

.

-
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Incident #: 05-PO9675

& L L e - L a . . - W - ~ w - a w n d - h a ~ ~metal
g ~ of
r the t.x-a~.ls.r
from the insid%
g. He did not deliberately or accidentally contaminate the scene nor did
he see anyone else alter the crime scene.
h. He is currently a patrol officer who was asked to assist the Special
Response Team in the service of a search warrant. Pursuant to an agreed plan
he recalls the following personnel were assigned to the following duties:
-Front of the residence - The SRT entry team was to make entry into the front
door. Sgt. FRASURE was to give the go command and at that time entry would be
made into the residence.
-Back door - Officer BALLARD and Officer ANDERSON were assigned to the back
door of the residence. They were to breach the back door of the residence and
control the back of the residence until their assistance was required.
-Perimeter on the south and west sides - He and Officer MAY were assigned to
the south and west side of the residence and were armed with their department
issued Glock, 40-caliber handguns.
-Officer GALLOWAY was assigned to announce police presence over a hand held PA
. . . .
.
. ..
.
. . .
system, which he did. . . .
,

,

,

-Officer MAY was assigned to place a noise flash diversion device in the
backyard of the residence, which he also did. Both were armed with a fire
extinguisher in the event of fire.

+

!

!

i. The search warrant was initiated when Sgt. FRASURE arrived on the front
porch and gave the,command to go over the radio. Officer MAY deployed a noise
flash diversionary device in the backyard and he announced over the police PA
that they were the Chubbuck Police s.erving a search warrant and that residents
should reinain in their homes. He announced one time and had started announcing
a second time when he heard gunfire break out from inside the residence. He
indicated that originally he heard just a few shots and then a large barrage.
He estimated that the total shots fired were approximately 20 to 30 rounds.. He
observed Officer BALLARD and Officer ANDERSON at the back porch attempting to
breach the back doqr when he saw Officer BALLARD move backwards, after the
gunfire. Officer BALLARD had indicated he believed he had been shot. He
indicated that he, Officer ANDERSON, Officer BALLARD, and Officer MAY moved
back to the south along Circle Inn towards Afton. He indicated that Officer
MAY assisted Officer BALLARD in getting to EMS personnel. He then indicated
that he removed an M-16 223-caliber patrol rifle from the patrol unit that he
parked in the area. He indicated that this was not his normal gun and that he
had not qualified with it, however he had been driving Officer MERICA'S vehicle
that day so he grabbed the patrol rifle that was in Officer MERICA'S vehicle.
de then took up a surveillance position to the south so that he could see the
south and east side of the residence. He indicated that when thegunshots were
originally fired he drew his service pistol from the holster, however, he did
not fire the pistol nor did he ever fire the 223-patrol rifle. He indicated
that he observed two adult subjects exit the residence a few minutes after the
gun fire had stopped. He saw one subject walk in front of the Tahoe that was
parked in the driveway a couple of times. He could not tell whether one or two
subjects had entered the Tahoe. The vehicle then left the area and was allowed

.
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Further your affiant sayeth naught.
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Office of the Ombudsman
Pierce Murphy
community Ombudsman

February 5,2007
Mailing Address
P 0. Box 500
BO~SC,,

ldoho 83701-0500

Phone
zoa/395-78~9
FOX
208f395-7878

Faron Stone #20663
IMSI A-BLK
PO Box 51
Boise, Idaho 83707

E-mail
moilbox@bairaombud~mmm.mrg

Re: Your letter dated January 25,2007
Dear Mr. Stone:

Mayor
David H. Bieter

C t q Ceuncil
President
Moryanne Jordon

Council ProTem
Elaine Clegg
Vernon 1. Bisterfaldt
David Eberle
Alon W. Sheoly
Jim Tibbr

I am writing to you regarding the letter you sent to my ofiice requesting to know
if I conducted an investigation into an officer involved shooting in Chubbuck,
Idaho, and if not, would I consider conducting an investigation.
.

&$ Printed on roqcicd poper
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. ..
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.. .

Since I lack jurisdiction outside the City of Boise, I am not able to address your
concerns involving other agencies or their employees.

Community Ombudsman

A" Equ.1 Oppo#""iv Empioyoi

.. ,.

The 0ffic;of the Boise Community Ombudsman onlyhas jurisdiction over
employees of Boise City law enforcement agencies and their employees. As such,
I did not conduct an investigation into the Chubbuck incident, nor will I in the
future.

,

.

Randall ID. Scbulthies
Chief Public Defender
P.O. Box 4147
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4147
(208) 236-7040
Kent 87. Reynolds
Deputy Public Defender
Bar No. #3739
Attorneys for Defendant
W THE DE$TNCT COURT OF THE SETEX mlIBICUE DISTHCT OF
THE STATE OF IDAEO,

STATE OF Eh"+.lB[O,

AND FOR TEE COILINW OF BANNOCK

1

CASE NO. CR-2005-0008728-FE-B

FARON STONE,
Defendant.
COMES NOW, the Defendant, Faron Stone, by and through his attorney of record, Kent
V. Reynolds, Deputy Public Defender, and moves this Court for its order for a Status Conference

to address the issues raised in Defendant's Rule 35 Motion . Defendant requests that this matter
be set at the earliest convenience of the court and the attorneys

Motion for Status Coaferenee
Page a

1

DATED this$\

day of March 2007

GERmHCATE OF SERVEE

1 PHEmBY C E R T W that on this

day of March 2007, a true and correct copy of

the ibregoing MOTHON PO?&STATUS CONPEmNCE was served upon the Bannock County
Prosecuting Attorney, by depositing a copy of the same in the Prosecutor's in-box, Bannock
County Courthouse, Pocatello, Idaho

Degnty Public Defender
ce: Peron Stone, D O C

~ o t i o nfor Status Conference
Page 2
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TEE STHLQTEGYOF CHOICES
Jack Bush, Ph.D.
July, 2003
The strategy of choices-my preferred strategy of correctional treatment and correctional
intervention generally-is based on awareness not just of criminals' thinking patterns
(thinking eerors, tactics, barriers) but on awareness of how such people hear what we say
to them. It can seem obvious that once you've identified a cognitive behavior (thinking
pattern), the way to change it is to punish instances of its use and reinforce alternative
cognitive behaviors. I don't question the validity of operant conditioning. The problem is,
all such schemes are inevitably experienced by the client as imposed on them from
outside. The fiindamental cognitive foundation of antisocial thinking is "me vs. them." So
treatment is perceived by hard core criminals (and psychopaths) as a manipulation
designed to make them change. In effect such "treatment" reinforces the antisocial
thinking that we intend to change.
This gives rise to the basic rationale for the strategy of choices. 'We can't make you
change," we say, "and we don't intend to try. But if you are willing to learn we can teach
you how to change--i e ,how to direct your life by steering your thinking " The respect
for the criminal's right and ability to direct their own life pervades the strategy of
choices. "We will accept your choice, whatever you choose." We don't threaten But we
impose consequences. The correctional strategy underlying the strategy of choices is risk
management: "We can control your risk to offend by imposing external constraints
(supervision, incarceration) or you can learn to con@olyour own risk (by learning and
practicing prosocial thinking and behavior). That is your choice. But you will not be
pemitted to remain i?ee in society while acting to ham and disrupt society. That is our
choice. Fair is fair."
We don't let them choose: we d e them choose. Pw(tdodmlly, the strategy of choices
is even more demading than overtly coercive strategies of punishment ('"change or
else"). For instance, the BTS proi,cam [a program used in England] "t;uggests" that clients
practice the skills bemwn sessions. The strategy of choices is more demanding: "If you
are going to learn these skills you will need to practice them. You need to be aware of
that in the beginning, and decide if you will join the program, understanding these are the
terms and conditions of participating. And if at any time you begin not to practice them,
we will challenge you to make that same choice again. We will respect your choice. But
you will not be p e ~ I t e to
d remain in the program and choose not to perfom the practice
essential to &ng it work. So make your decision." The strategy of choices sets high
s t a d a d s of performance, just as (I suggest) a master teacher of dance!or music sets high
standards for her pupils. We do not teach them that half-efforts are good enough.
Correctional change is change ofchwacter. (The term is not fashionable.) Character is a
persod confipaGon ofmotives, attitudes, belief& habits of thinking, fwIing and
actins ways of expe~encingself-gratification(and reinforcement) @omparticular ways

of behaving. Character is determined by our genes, our environment &d our choices.
Choices--in the development of character-me seldom deliberate or fully conscious: we
build our character by going this way or going that way, without much conscious
deliberation. Strong stimuli give rise to strong and imediate reactions (Tiger! Run!), but
we nevertheless act and "put ourselves into" our ways of acting. Unfashionable as it is to
put it this way, we form ourselves--our character-by our acts of will. The corollary is
that characterological change (and this really is the goal of correctional treatment)
consists essentially and inescapably of a series of conscious and deliberate choices by
which-'by putting ourselves into themy'-we re-create who we are. The strategy of
choices presents clients with character-forming choices: decision points that mark forks
in the road. Every critical choice is a positive opportunity. By challenging every
"behavioral failure" as a crisis of choice, the strategy of choices makes every failure an
opportunity for success.
Finally, the strategy of choices presents the program as a positive path to a new form of
life, and st& present themselves as collaborators and frill partners on successhlly
following that path. We are not primarily authorities with the power to punish, but
partners in positive change. It's a difference in meaning that takes a lot of skill on the part
of staff to convey. But it makes all the difference.
Let's look at the idea of motivating change It is a common assumption that we need to
begin treatment my motivating offenders to change. Who could argue with that? The
trouble is, all the basic familiar strategies of motivation are circumvented by the way
ckminaYpsychopathsthink-i.e., by the way they perceive and respond to our efforts to
motivate them. For example, a lot of effort has been spent (md wasted) trying to get
offenders to see that they would be "better off' by being responsible. To which the
offenderlpsychopath worth his salt replies, "Who says so?" There are indeed moments in
the lives of offenders when the balance of their life (as they see it) is negative, and we
must exploit such moments as openings to introduce a process of change. But such
moments are fleeting. The fact is, offenders' ways of &inking define the scale they
measure with. @~rninaldpsychop~ths
are not distressed by their lives. They are not
dysfunctional by &&r measure. They are not emotionally ill. By and large they are happy
with their lives, and if they don't consider the long term, why should they? They choose
to look at their lives the way they choose to look at their lives. If their thinking is
inconsistent, who besides themselves is to say that consistency matters? Matters to

whom?
a c e , at. al. (in one of their papers &om Penatanguishine: Psvchopathv as a Taxon, I
think) suggest that psychopathy is not atme p&h01ogy, but an "adaptation." They mean a
genetic adaptation, a genetic-based way of being that has or at one time had an
evolutionw vdue in the survival of the species. But we can think of psychopathy also 4s
a personal adaptation: as a systematic nexus of beliefs, ways of thinking and feeling, and
ways of acting that succeed in meeting our basic human needwe experience them-while hurting and exploiting others. (Ward and M m and others assume that
"relatedn~ss"or "love" are basic needs, to which the criminaVpsychopathworth his salt
replies: 'Who says so?' and to which we have no answer.)

Motivaljon is the very essence of the problem. Ckminals/psychopathsan3 motivated to
exgloit others. That is precisely the problem. And all efforts to motivate them to
o&nge-at the begi&ng of a-chanie process-are therefore doomed to failure. If they
were-motivated to change they would not be the criminalstpsychopaths that they are. If
thev become trulv motivated to be different thev will---mite literalfv-alreadv
have
"
changed. So much for &
strategies
l
of periiuasion, coercion, and rational disputation.

.

.

.

The strategy of choices (like other correctional strategies) begins with external coercion
The criminallpsychopath runs up against the law and is uncomfortable We then pose the
choice: stay the same or change. (IB,We do m t say, '"Change or else.") But the initial
motivation to escape the discomfort of law enforcement only goes so far We make it
clear to the client that motivation to change, if it comes at all, will only come at the end
of the process, not at the beginning Our message is, 'If you choose to learn the tools of
change, you will eventually have a real choice to make, to use the tools to change or
remain as you have always been But until you master these tools you have no real
choice. Your real choices are already made in advanced-by the attitudes, beliefs and
ways of thinking you perform out of habit, 'without thinking "'Of course, we present the
path to responsibility as positive. We know and say that they can learn to experience real
self-gratification (self-worth, self-efficacy, etc ) by responsible behavior if (and only if)
they learn to practice the attitudes, etc that make that happen But until they experience
that fact for themselves they will be fundamentally unconvinced In the meantime, we
present the skills and challenge them to choose
We challenge them to choose to join the program that leads to learning these tools. And
at every fork in the road (every "crisis of choice") we challenge them to keep making that
same choice over again. The first choice is whether or not to enter on to a certain path.
Subsequent choices are whether or not to keep on going.
Consider Therapeutic Community techniques for influencing offenders' behavior:
Sometimes they work m m e h e s thev don't. I s w ~ mthat
t with serious ckminals md
wont, bmuie: I) they d&end on putting clients in positions of
psychopatfts &hky
conhu,l over other clients, and this is bad news with psychopaths (witness the
P e m ~ ~ i s h i TC
n e program), avnd 2) psychopaths are not easily infiuenced by peer
pressure. (At a deeper level I wou1d argue that hierarchical T C s will f i i bemuse they are
a fbrm of external coercion, to which the ckminaYpsychopath("worth his salt") has
rendered himself immune.) Ifthe p r o g m succeeds in est&lisFclhg a h n c t i o ~ n gTC
trmtmet culture, there is rmo doubt that social pressures will be present. Depending on
the system of rewaeds and p u n i s h t s , they will s u d at least to m e degree in
coercing conforPning behavior.
Eqe~encingcoercive preasure to conform your (physical or cognitive) behavior to the
will of the group is not the m e ars performing your own act of conscious choice. Bv
relying on (he firmer, we reduce thi experien; (and the impact) ofehe latter.

"

This is the heart of the matter. I\se we going to employ external coercion, rewards and
punishents as our Qeatment m e c h ~ s m s Peer
? pressure is one such. Threats of
treahanent fbilllire, extension of treatment, e&. are another. Clever system of reward and
punishent challenge our hagination, and chdlentge ~WinaUpsychopaehs
to piay (rand
win) at the game. But nowhere in these strategies are offenders being challenged to make
the basic conscious choices that define cbcterological change.
Here's how I would apply the strategy of choices in a TC structure. ?When a client's
behavior violates a standard of performance or a program rule I would challenge that
person to make a new fiee choice. I would explain that I don't expect him or anyone else
to be perfect all the time. I would explain that his behavior comes out of his own acts of
will, and that making new conscious choices is the mechanism of change itself. And then
1[ would challenge him to make a new conscious choice: to practice the skills of
responsible living, or not. (Not, ultimately, means dropping out of the program.) I would
emphasize that this is his choice alone to make. I would not deprive him of the
opportunity to make it by coercing or bribing or trying to persuade. I would present
myself as a willing partner in his process of change. I would present the path to
responsible living as a genuine, achievable possibility. If he chooses to stay and perform
the conditions, I would present him with a "learning experiencce" of this sort: a skill or set
of skills he can use to assure his success in meeting the rules and conditions of the
program. No essays. No extra work. Concrete ways of practicing skills which provide
him a way of succeed and provide me a way of being his partner.

ALCOHOL, OTHER DRUGS, DRIVING & YOU

Meoh01 and the brah
The most dramatic and obvious result of alcohol
use is its impact on the brain. Alcohol depresses
the brain centers, each of which is responsible
for a specific set of functions. One area, for
example, controls vital functions like breathing
and heartbeat. Meanwhile, other areas of the
brain control motor skills, vision and judgmeaThe average person has full control over all of

As more ~kkobol#s
consadtmed m r e sectIom'

the br&I~
hecome se&ted sad impaired*

C'.
matw s1

. . .

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

. . . . . .

,

,

.

.

When blood alcohol levels start to
rise in the bloodstream, the' brain
becomes increasingly sedated or
drugged. The mental functions are
the first to be affected. Atcohol affects
judgment and may lead individuals to
take dangerous risks.
Often people will do things they
would not normally do when sober.
For some, this may simply mean
being more talkative or outgoing, but

it can also have more deadly
consequences.
Without good judgment, people put
themselves in dangerous situations.
For example, people under the
influence of alcohol or other drugs
are more likely to be involved in
accidents, violence or unprotected or
unwanted sexual encounters.
Impaired people may also drink or
use drugs more than they planned.

Describe a sihaatiow where alcohol or other drags has put you or a
friend In a risky sie~aa~om.

% ....
I

..--.

...

. .....................

.

-..-.............

.
.

B

........

.

I
I

ALCOHOL, OTHER DRUGS, DRIVING & YOU

Amphetamines (e.g., diet pills, Ritalin,
speed, meth) are central nervous
system stimulants. Chronic users are
anxious,=and
a e d and may
m r o m sleeplessness, irregular
heartbeat and skin rashes. High doses
of amphetamines can cause
convulsions or cerebral hemorrhages.

Although medical use of
amphetamines has decreased, its
illegal use skyrocketed in the 1990s.
The drug is used for staying awake
and alert, losing weight or feeling
euphoric. Both a p h y s i c a a d
psycholo&al--dependence can

Ecstasy (also known as MDMA)
comes in many different forms. The
most common is in pill form. Its
effects can last from six to 24 hours,
with the average trip lasting four to
six hours.

behavior. Physical reactions may
include blurred vision, increased
heart rate, elevated blood pressure,
muscle tension, insomnia or
convulsions.

Ecstasy creates a false sense of wellbeing and euphoria. Large doses can
cause
hallucinations,
depression,
paranoia and
violent, irrational

a s .

Combining driving and Ecstasy is
dangerous. It is important to know
that the physical and psychological
effects of Ecstasy can remain for
hours after the ikitial consumption.
Some reactions have been reported to
last one to 14 days after taking the
drug.

ALCOHOL, OTHER DRUGS, DRIVING & YOU

It is dangerous to mix various types
of drugs- Often there is a syne~&tic
reaction. This means the combined
impact of both drugs is greater than
just adding the influence of one drug
with the other.

For example, if y m have an a l c o d o k
dg-nk whiie t&~g a cold medicyou will experience greater-imp.&
ment than thecombined i
% 6 s g s . In other w o r d z a
case when 2 + 2 really equals 5.
.-Other drug interactions may have an
anwodstia: effect. In these cases
the effects of one drug cancel out the
effects of the other drug. The result
can be dangerous, for example
drinking alcohol while using
medication for high blood pressure.
Other drugs may be hdependeaa$,in
that the influence of one drug has no
effect on the other. Or two drugs can
be aeliatiivg:meaning that the effect
of the drugs are combined (2 + 2 =
4).
In all cases when you take multiple
drugs, make certain to receive
accurate advice from your doctor or
pharmacist. Also, carefully read the
labels of over-the-counter drugs.

Have you &&em more tham one drug at the same time? B Yes 1;;]1 No

If so, did you notice a dmere~leein your level of h p a b e n t ? B Yes
What type of hterac(jlondo you believe was o c c u h g ?
f

D6,

Qh
Deecr2be the effectso f the comWmed dm@.
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Randall D. Schulthies
Chief Public Defender
P.0. Box 4147
PocatelBo, Idaho 83205-4147
(258) 236-7040
Kent '87. ReynaPds
Deputy. Public Befender
Bar No. #3739
Alttornaeys for Defendant
KN THE DISTMCT COURT BP T E E S K T E WDICML DIISTHCT 8 P

TBE STATE O F mAH%O,EN AND FOR TEE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

B
STATE O F m A E 0 ,

)

CASE NO. CR-2005-6)008728-PE-B

v.

)
)

SWERPOR
STATUS COlPaPEmNCE

PARON STONE,

1
1

PlairntifF

P
Defendant.

1

THIS W T T E W having come before the Court on Defendant's Motion for Status
Conference, the Court having reviewed the motion and good cause appearing;
BT IS EEmlBY O m E m D that a status conference shall be held on the

April, 2007, at

P.M.

Order for $taws Conference
Page 1

5+

day of

DATED this

Sixth District Judge
cc:

OEee of the Prosecuting Attorney
Office of the Publie Defender

Order for Status Conference
Page 2

h n d a l l D, Sehnlthies
Chief Poblic Defender
P.0. Box 4147
11~6catetl0,
Idaho 83205-4147
(208) 236-7040
Kent $7. Reynolds
DepuQ Public Defender
Bar No. #3739
Attorneys for Defendant

D4 THE DISTNCT COURT 0 F TBE SKTH mDICLtPL DISTPBPCT OF
TEE STATE OF DAHO, IN AND FOR TEE 60UNTY OF BANNOCIC

B
)

1

CASE NO.CR-2OBB5-O0087%8-FE-B

MOTION 111
0
' WITmIlgl$W

B
)

PARON STONE,

1
?I

Defendant.

1

COMES NOW Kent V. Reynolds, Deputy Public Defender, attorney of record for the

Defendant, Faron Stone, and pursuant to the Rules ofProfessional Conduct, moves the Court for
its order allowing counsel to withdraw as the attorney of record for the Defendant and for the
appointment of conflict counsel for the following grounds and reasons:
1.

Counsel was appointed to represent the Defendant onor about September 5,2006.

Counsel is and remains appointed counsel.

Motion to Withdraw
Page 1

2.

Defendant has submitted and or filed a Petition for Post Conviction Relief which

alleges Counsel was ineffective in his assistance of the Defendant. A copy of the petition is
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
3.

Defendant has filed a Pro Se Rule 35 Motion. Due to the prior appointment,

counsel remains Defendant's attorney in connection with the Pro Se Rule 35 Motion. In
connection with the Rule 35 Motion, Defendant has filed a motion requesting appointment of
conflict counsel
Counsel moves to withdraw as counsel for Defendant as there is a conflict between
Counsel and the Defendant due to the allegations contained in the Petition for Post Conviction
rendering further representation of the Defendant untenable.
Oral argument is requested.
DATED this

day of April, 2007.

I

KENT V. REYNOLDS
Deputy Public Defender

Motion to Witihdraw
Page 2

CERTWICATE OF SERWCE
1 HEmBY CERTBW that on the
day of April, 2007, I served a true and correct
copy of the MOTION TO WITEDMW upon the party below as follows:

Bannoclc County
Prosecuting Attorney
Prosecutor's in-box, Room 220
Bannock County Courthouse
Pocatello, Idaho 83205

[
[]
[]
[]

Faron Stone, #20663
ISMI - A Bloclc
P.O. Box 51
Boise, Idaho 83707

[g
[]
[]

Hand Deliver
First Class Mail
Certified Mail
Facsimile
Hand Deliver
Pirst Class Mail
Certified Mail
Facsimile

Deputy Public Defender

Motion to Withdraw
Page 3

-

-.

-,

Petitioner &@P,SE

N TTR DISTRICT COURT OF THE

>

Petitioner,

,rT )c:T/ei/
1
1
1

Case No.

1
vs.

PETITION AND AFFIDAVIT
POW POST COWICTION

)

j

Respondent.
The Petitioner alleges:
..

.

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

. . .

, . . .

,

.

. . . , , .

7

,

....

...

. .

Place of detention if in custody:

2.

Name and location of the Court which imposed judgement/seritence:

4.

PETITION
Revised: 10113105

JLm3TP/-

(a)

Case Number:*~k?.28oszono871~
-F'E

(b)

Offense ~ o n v i c t e d : C
x DC/~~&~~AMU/~?~
PA&^
SS,

Date of Sentence: &(./pJ /
; ~ i ~ //"y,
e

C4

-704tg- 90.70(li)

The date upon which sentence was imposed and the terms of sentence:
a.

.

)
D7dC7

7

1.

/B-33/2$r&onri~y~.
sin, L, E, 0.SO / B

.

22000

5.

a finding of guilty was made after a plea:

Of guilty

[ ] Of not guilty

appeal from the judgment of conviction or the imposition of sentence?
Yes [ ]No
If so, what was the Doclk Number of the Appeal

7.

State concisely all the grounds on which you base your application for post
conviction relief: (Use additional sheets if necessary.)

,

.

,

.,:.

(4.
8.

.

,

, ,

.

.

.., .

.

,

,

.

.,..

.

.

.

. .

Prior to this petition, have you filed with respect to this conviction:

1$) .

a.

Petitions in State or Federal Court for hab*

b.

Any'other petitions, motions, or applications in any other court?

c.

If you answered yes to a o r b above, state the name and court in which each
petition, motion .or application was filed:

Ik

I

PETITION FOR POST CONVlCTlON RELIEF - 2
Revised: 10113105

.

corpus?

1\10

,

9.

If your application is based upon the failure of counsel to adequately represent you,
state concisely and in detail what counsel failed to do in representing your interests:

A% you seeking leave to proceed in fonna pauperis, that is, requesting the

10.

proceeding be at county expense? (If your answer is "yes", you must fill out a

ds'

Motio to Proceed+ Forma Pauperis and supporting affidavit.)
. .

11.

.

[]No,
',

.

Are-yourequesting the appointment of counsel to represent you in this case? (If your

answer is "yes", you must fill out a Motion for the Appointment of Counsel and su&orting
affidavit, as w il as a Motion to Proceed In Forma Pauperis and supporting affidavit.)
[]No
12.

State specifically the relief you seek:

PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 3
Revised: 10/13/05

13.

This Petition may be accompanied by affidavits in support of the petition. (Forms
for this are available.)

DATED this =day

STATE OF IDAHO

of

2 0 0

1

mf#Ja/
SnndE , being sworn, deposes and says that the party is the
Petitioner in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements in this PETITION FOR POST
CONVICTION RELIEF are true and correct to the best of his or her knowledge and belief.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN and AFFIRMED to before me this %?day

PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF -a
Revised: 10/13/05

of

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

day of

.&%&
I ?
$<
2 0 a mailed

a copy of this PETITION FOR POST CONV~CTIONRELIEF for the purposes of filing with the
court and of mailing a true and correct copy via prison mail system to the U.S. mail system to:
County Prosecuting Attorney

PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 5%
Revised: 10113105

AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF POST-CONVICTION PETITION
STATE OF IDAHO.
COUNTY OF

1
1 ss
1

~RC%J
, .\ ~
J 'A / F ,being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:

.

. .

AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF POST CONVICTION PETITION - 1
Revised: 10/13/05

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED TO before me this

adday of

My Commission Expires:

AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF POST CONVICTION PETITION - 2
Revised: 10/13/05

%%

FILED
CLFRK OF 'Mp: COkiitr

BANNOCK COUNW

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
Register #CR2005-0008728-FE
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

j
FARON STONE aka LEMUEL MYRON
STONE,

MINUTE ENTRY

&

ORDER

)
)
)

Defendant.

)
\

The above named Defendant appeared in Court on the 18th day
of April,

2007, telephonically. Defendant's

counsel, Kent V.

Reynolds, appeared in person, for a Motion to Withdraw. Cleve B.
Colson, Bannock County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, appeared on
behalf of the State of Idaho.
Hearing began in chambers with Stephanie Morse reporting.
Counsel for defendant made motion to withdraw as counsel of record
for the defendant.

There being no objection from the State or the

Defendant, the Court GRANTED the motion and allowed Mr. Reynolds

Case No. CR2005-0008728-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 1

to withdraw.
After

discussion

with

counsel,

the

Court

determined

a

Conflict Public Defender would need to be appointed for the
Defendant. The Court then informed the parties that would be done.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED April 23, 2007.

District Judge

Copies to :
Mark L. Hiedeman
Office of Public Defender
Douglas K. Dykman
Probation & Parole
Records Administrator
Bannock County Sheriff
State Appellate Public Defender

Case No. CR2005-0008728-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 2

\

I

.FILED

,BAMNO(CK COUF417/
CLERK CIS: 'Tt-i?" CfttJFlT

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
Register No. CV2007-0001469-PC
CR-2005-8728-FE)
FARON STONE,
)
Petitioner,
)
)
)

-VS-

ORDER APPOINTING COUNSEL

)

STATE OF IDAHO,
.

...

.

.

.

.

)

Respondent.

)
)

,

.

:

..

.

.

The above named Petitioner having filed a Petition for Post
Conviction Relief and requested that counsel be appointed to
represent

him

in

those proceedings

and

good

cause

existing

therefor,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Douglas K. Dykman, is hereby
appointed to represent the above named Petitioner in the Post
Conviction proceedings on file in the above entitled matter as
well as for a Rule 35 Motion in the corresponding felony file (CR-

Register No. CV2OO7-0001469-PC
CR-2005-8728-FE
ORDER APPOINTING COUNSEL
Page 1

DATED April 23, 2007

District Judge

Copies to :
Mark L. Hiedeman
Douglas K. Dykman
Records Administration
State Appellate Public Defender

Register No. CV2007-0001469-PC
CR-2005-8728-FE
ORDER APPOINTING COUNSEL
Page 2

\

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
Register #CR2005-0008728-FE
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)

-vs-

j

FARON STONE aka LEMUEL MYRON
STONE,

)
)
)

MINUTE ENTRY

6r

ORDER

)

Defendant.

j
\

The above named Defendant appeared in Court on the 18th day
of June, 2007, through his counsel, Douglas K. Dykman, for a Rule
35 Motion.

JaNiece

Price, Bannock

County

Deputy

Prosecuting

Attorney, appeared on behalf of the State of Idaho.
At

the outset, the Court heard oral argument from both

counsel on the Rule 35 Motion.

Case No. CR2005-0008728-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 1

FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

On or about the 23rd day of May, 2006, the Defendant
entered a plea of GUILTY to the charge(s) of I COUNT
A W ~ Y A T E D BATIPERY

wem

LAW ENFOR-EJT

A

OFFICER,

I.C.

18-903, 18-907 (1)(a) and 18-915; and I COW% W m m L
POSSESSIOH OF A P I

,

I.C.

18-3316

2. At the sentencing held on October 19, 2006 the Defendant
was

sentenced to serve

, on the charge of

m u m

POSSESSIOX OF A FI

TERM OF

FIVE

TER.M

OF

ZERO

,

I

COURT

18-3316 to a FIXED

I.C.

(5) YEARS and a subsequent IME)ETERMINA.TE
(8)

PEARS.

On

the

charge of

I

AGGWWYATED BATTERY UPOX A. LAW E N F O R C m N T OFFICER,

COUNT
I.C.

18-903, 18-907(1)(a), the Court sentenced the Defendant

to a FIXED T E W OF m N T Y
II)SDETEmINATE TERM OF FIVE

to

the prior

(20) PEARS and a SWSIEQmNT
(5) YEARS to run CONSECUTIVELY

sentence for Unlawful

Possession of

a

Firearm.
3. The Defendant filed a Rule 35 Motion with the Court on the

26thday of February, 2007.
After hearing argument the Court DENIED the Rule 35 Motion.

Case No. CR2OO5-0008728-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 2

DATED June 19, 2007.

District Judge

Copies to:
Mark L. Hiedeman
Douglas K. Dykman
Records Administrator
State Appellate Public Defender

Case No. CR2005-0008728-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 3

Douglas K. Dykman
Attorney At Law
920 East Clark
P.O. Box 4981
Pocatello, ID 83205-4981
Telephone: (208) 237-8300
Facsimile: (208) 237-8300
: dykman@qwestoffice.net
E-mail
State Bar No. 3926
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
VS

)
)
)

Case No. CR-2005-8728-FE
Case No. CV-2007-1469-PC

)

.

j

NOTICE OF APPEAL

1

FARON STONE,

TO: The above named Respondent, State of idaho and its
attorney, Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General for the State of
Idaho, Bannock County Prosecuting Attorney, and the clerk of the
above-named court; clerk of the Supreme Court; State Appellate
public defender; and the Bannock County Court Reporter:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:
1, The above-named Defendant/Appellant, Faron Stone, appeals
against the above-named ~laintiff/Respondent,to the Idaho Supreme
Court from the sentencing decision on the hearing on the
Defendant/Appellant, which was entered on October 19, 2006 in
Minute Entry And Order And Commitment Order, before the Honorable
N. Randy Smith, District Judge. The Defendant than filed a Petition
for Post Conviction Relief on or about March 29, 2007 which
subsequently was granted On July 26, 2007 allowing the Defendant to
refile his appeal.
2. The Defendant/Appellant has the right to appeal to the
Supreme Court the Judgments and Orders described in previously in
paragraph I., as it appears to be appealable Orders under and
pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-2801, et seq., and Idaho
Appellate Rule 11 (c)(1-10).
3. The Defendant/Appellant requests the preparation of the
Clerk's record as defined in Idaho Appellate Rule 28(b) (2),
including the following documents:

a. Any exhibits, including but not limited to letters or
victim impact statements, addendum(s) to the P.S.I. or other items
offered at the sentencing hearing or the Rule 35 motion hearing,
and the Guilty Plea Questionnaire.
4. The Defendant/~~pellant
requests the preparation of the
standard reporter's transcript as defined in Idaho Appellate Rule
25(a); including the any portions of the record that are sealed;
that is, the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report; further, the
Defendant/Appellant requests that a transcript of the following
proceedings also be prepared:
a. Entry of guilty plea hearing on May 23, 2006.
a. Sentencing hearing and denial of withdrawal of guilty
plea held on October 19, 2006.
b. Rule 35 hearing held on June 18, 2007.
c. Evidentiary hearing held on July 24, 2007.
5. I certify:

a. That a copy of this Notice has been served on the Court
Reporter.
b. That Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated
transcript fee because he has previously been
determined to be indigent and has been represented at
all stages of the proceedings by'the .eiCherthe.Public' . . ,
Defender's Office or the undersigned Conflict Public
Attorney for the Sixth Judicial District of the State
of Idaho, County of Bannock.
c. That Appellant is exempt from paying any estimated fee
for the preparation of the record because he is
indigent and has been represented by the Public
Defender's Office or the undersigned Conflict Public
Attorney at all stages of the proceedings.
d. That Appellant is exempt from paying the appellate
filing fee because he is indigent and has been
represented by the Public Defender's Office or the
undersigned Conflict Public Attorney at all stages of
the proceedings.

e. That service has been made upon all parties required to
be served pursuant to Rule 20 of the Idaho Appellate
Rules and Idaho Code Section 67-1410(1).
6. The issues to be presented upon appeal, are as follows:

a. Did the Court abuse its discretion in imposing a sentence
with a fixed term of five (5) years and zero (0) years

'

indeterminate for Unlawful Possession Of A Firearm, I.C. Section
and, a fixed term of twenty ( 2 0 ) years and a subsequent
indeterminate term of five ( 5 ) years for Aggravated Battery Upon A
Law Enforcement Officer, I.C. Section 1 8 - 9 0 3 , 1 8 - 9 0 7 ( 1 ) (a). The
sentences are to run consecutively with Mr. Stone serving a total
of twenty-five (25) years fixed and five (5) years indeterminate.
18-3316;

b. Did the Court abuse its discretion by denying his Motion
To Withdraw Guilty Plea.
DATED this 4th day of September,

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 4th day of September, 2007, a
true and correct copy of the foregoing document has been served
upon the following by depositing the same in the by hand delivery
to:
Mark L. Hiedeman
Bannock County ProsecutoF
POB P
Pocatello ID 8 3 2 0 5 - 0 0 5 0

'

.

.

.

,

and by depositing a copy of the same in the United States Mail,
postage prepaid and addressed to:
Lawrence G. Wasden
Attorney General
State of Idaho
POB 8 3 7 2 0
Boise ID 8 3 7 2 0 - 0 0 1 0
Stephen W. Kenyon
Clerk of the Court
POB 8 3 7 2 0
Boise ID 8 3 7 2 0
State Appellate Public Defender's Office
Chief Appellate Unit
POB 8 3 7 2 0
Boise ID 8 3 7 2 0

Douglas K. Dykman
Attorney At Law
920 ~ a s tClark
P.O. Box 4981
Pocatello, ID 83205-4981
Telephone: (208) 237-8300
Facsimile: (208) 237-8300
: dykman@qwestoffice.net
E-mail
State Bar No. 3926
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

Case No. CR-2005-8728-FE
Case No. CV-2007-1469-PC

I

vs .

)

1
FARON STONE,
Defendant,
C O m S NOW,

IVIBTION TO APPOIWT STATE
APPELLATE DIVISION

)
)
)

the Defendant/Appellant in the above-entitled

matter and hereby moves this Court for an Order as follows:
The Defendant respectfully requests that the Court enter an
Order appointing the State Appellate Division to assist the
Defendant with all his appeals in the stated matters and that
further, said appointment shall only be relative to the appeal
proceedings.

DATED this 4th day of September, 2007.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 4th day of September 2007, a
true and correct copy of the foregoing document has been served
upon the following by depositing the same in the by hand delivery
to:
Mark L . Hiedeman
Bannock County Prosecutor
POB P
Pocatello ID 8 3 2 0 5 - 0 0 5 0
and by depositing a copy of the same in the United States Mail,
postage prepaid and addressed to:
Lawrence G. Wasden
Attorney General
State of Idaho
POB 8 3 7 2 0
Boise ID 8 3 7 2 0 - 0 0 1 0
Stephen W. Kenyon
Clerk of the Court
POB 8 3 7 2 0
Boise ID 8 3 7 2 0
State A ~ ~ e l l a tPublic
e
Defender's Office
Chief ~bbellateUnit
POB 8 3 7 2 0
Boise ID 8 3 7 2 0

hndaadl D. Selnaelthies
Chief PuMic Defender
P.0. BOX4847
Pocatellio, Idaho 83205-4147
(208) 236-7840
Kemt V.Reym~lids
DepaQ Public Defender
Bar No. #ST39

THE STATE gPP mAHO?IN AND FOR TEE QIOBNmOF BANNOCK

STATE OF mAHO

3

KENT V. Br.YN0LDS having been duly sworn upon his oath, deposes and says that:
1.

I make this affidavit of my own personal knowledge and belief

2.

I am licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho. I am employed with the Office of the

Public Defender in Bannock County Idaho.

Wd'ffiQa~tof Ken1 V.Reynolds

Page 1

3.

On or about September 5,2006, I was appointed to represent Petitioner, Faron Stone
("Stone") in connection with Bannock County Case No. CR-2005-0008728. When
appointed, Stone's prior attorneys, Craig Parrish and Don Marler, had withdrawn as
counsel of record. I was appointed to represent Stone in connection with his
requestlmotion to withdraw his guilty plea and if the requestlmotion was denied to
represent him at his sentencing.

3.

The Motion to Withdraw

Plea and Notice of Hearing were filed on October 16,

2006 and were set for hearing on October 19,2006, the same time as the sentencing
hearing. The Court had previously set the sentencing hearing for October 19, 2006.
4.

On October 19, 2006, the Court heard argument on the Motion to Withdraw Guilty Plea
based on the grounds set forth in the motion. The court denied the Motion to Withdraw

'

Guilty Plea.

5.

The Court then proceeded with sentencing. At the conclusion of the sentencing hearing
the Court imposed a sentence on the charges as follows:
a.

One count of Unlawfial Possession of a Fiream: five (5) years fixed and zero (0)
years indeterminate.

b.

One count Aggravated Battery upon a Law Enforcement Officer: twenty (20)
years fixed and five (5) years indeterminate to run consecutive to the sentence
imposed on the firearm possession charge.

c.

The combined total of the sentence was twenty five (25) years fixed and five (5)
years indeterminate.

m 4 a ~ t of Kent V. Reynolds
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6.

It is my belief that at the conclusion of the sentencing hearing, the Court verbally advised
Stone of his appeal rights and that he had forty two (42) days in which to file his appeal.

7.

At that time, I had a brief discussion with Stone. I do not recall any instructions from
Stone to file an appeal or a Rule 35, I.C.R. motion.

8.

The Court's sentencing order was received in our office on October 20,2006. Pursuant
to office procedure, the staff then calculates the appeal date and the Rule 35, I.C.R.
Motion date. According to our copy, the staff calculated the appeal and Rule 35 dates and
those were placed on the sentencing order. The notations of the appeal and Rule 35 dates
were as follows: Appeal 1217; R35 2/16. This means that the deadline date for filing the
appeal was December 7,2006 and the Rule 35 Motion deadline was February 16, 2007.
(Exhibit "A".)

9.

Prior to November 30,2006, I did not review the Court's October 19,2006 sentencing
order. Nor did I take any further action on the file until November 30, 2006.

10.

On or about November 30,2006,P received a telephone call from the co-defendant, whom
I believe was Maria Villa and who had some type of relationship with Stone, about

Stone's appeal. I advised her that I had not received a written request to file an appeal
and that an appeal would not be filed until 1 had received a written request from Stone.
She then indicated that I would be receiving a written request from Stone. I may have
indicated that the request to file the appeal would have to be received prior to December
7,2006.
11.

I then retrieved our file to review it to ascertain if the forty-two (42) day appeal deadline
had run.

12.

I noted the deadlines on the sentencing order. However, being klly aware of the

heightened nature of the case and the underlying circumstances, I instructed the staff to
prepare theNotice of Appeal even though I had not received a written request from
Stone; nor had I received any verbal request or telephone message requesting that an
appeal be filed.
13.

I then learned that the appeal deadline sheet prepared by the office had been done

incorrectly. I then contacted our staffto checlc the appeal date. Our office secretary then
checked the appeal dates based upon the date of the sentencing order. She checked the
appeal date deadline three times and ascertained that the appeal deadline, the forty two
(42) day deadline would run on December 3,2006 and that the 1217 deadline date was

incorrect.
4

1 had caIcu1ated the deadline to run on November 30,2006. However, I do not do the
time calculations; that duty is leR to the staff and I relied upon their calculation because
they deal with it on a daily basis and I rely upon their expertise in calculating the running
of the deadlines.

15.

The Notice of Appeal was prepared on November 30,2006. (Exhibit "B"). It was signed
on December 1,2006. In fact, I crossed out the word November and put December 1,
2006. Based upon the calculation done by the staff, which had calculated the appeal

deadline to run on December 3,2006,I believed that the appeal was timely filed on
December 1,2006. At the same time, I filed a Motion To Appoint State Appellate
Division. (Exhibit "e").The motion was filed on December 1,2006. However, the
motion indicated the Notice of Appeal was filed on November 30,2006. That date was
Mfidavle of Kent V. Reynolds
Page 4

crossed out and corrected to reflect that the Notice of Appeal was filed on December 1,
2006. I do not know who made the correction on the document. However, it was
corrected to accurately reflect that the Notice of Appeal was filed on December 1,2006 as
indicated on the Notice of Appeal and the service date on the motion.
16.

I prepared a memo concerning the deadline concerns and calculations. (Exhibit ("D")

17.

On December 8,2006, I received a letter from Stone requesting that the appeal be filed.
(Exhibit "E").

18.

I subsequently learned the Notice of Appeal had indicated the sentencing date as

November 19,2006.
19.

On December 13,2006, I filed an Amended Notice of Appeal, Amended Motion to
Appoint State Appellate Division due to the fact that both the Notice of Appeal and
Motion to Appoint State Appellate Division incorrectly identitied the sentencing date as
November 19,2006, when in fact it was October 19,2006. (Exhibits "F and G").

20.

Sometime around the first ofFebruary 2007, I was contacted by the State Appellate Public
Defender's Office. The attorney who called indicated the Supreme Court had indicated it
was dismissing Stone's appeal because it was not timely filed because it had not been filed
on or before November 30,2006. I[ told the attorney about the how the deadline date had
been calculated; that 1 believed it had been timely filed; and if it was not it not timely filed,
it was due to clerical error in calculating the appeal deadline date. I believe I discussed the
option of requesting the Supreme Court deem the appeal timely because of the clerical
error in calculating the appeal deadline.

MfidaGt of Kent V. Reynolds
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On or about March 9,2007, I received a copy of Stone's Pro Se Motion for Correction or

2 1.

Reduction of Sentence, lCR 35. It was filed on Febmary 26,2007

I do not have any recollection of Stone ever requesting that I file a Rule 35 Motion, either

22.

verbally or in writing. I have reviewed my file, and I do not have any written request to
file a Rule 35 Motion
D A m D this E d a y of April 2007

Depuw PubIic Defender
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I mmIBY C E R T m that on this __
day of April 2007, a true and correct copy of
the foregoing AFFDAprl[T OF KENT V. WYNOLDS was sewed upon the Bannock County
Prosecuting Attorney, by depositing a copy of the same in the Prosecutor's in-box, Bannock
County Courthouse, Pocatello, Idaho.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
Register #CR2005-0008728-FE
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)

j

)

-Vs-

1

FARON STONE aka LEMUEL MYRON

STONE,

MIWTE ENTRY

&

ORDER

i1
I

The above named Defendant appeared in Court on the 19th day
of October, 2006, with his counsel, Kent V.

Reynolds, for

sentencing. Mark L. Hiedeman, Bannock County Prosecuting Attorney,
appeared on behalf of the State of Idaho.
The Defendant having heretofore on the 23rd day of May, 2006
entered a plea of GUILTY to the charge(s) of I C O W T AGQ-VA'TED
mTTERSI WEON A LAW EENIFORC-HT
and 18-915; and I C O W T W

OFFICER, X .C. 18-903, 18-909 (3.) (a)
k%OSSESSIQH OB A FI

, X.C.

18-

3316; a pre-sentence investigation report having been ordered and
,s

Case NO. CR2005-0008728-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 1

received.
Mr. Reynolds first presented the Court with a potential
conflict that he may have in representing the Defendant. The Court
then asked if Mr. Reynolds were requesting to withdraw. He replied
that he was not. Then, after discussion with the Defendant, he
said that he was. After argument, the Court DENXED the motion and
requested Mr. Reynolds proceed.
Mr. Reynolds then made argument regarding the Defendant's
Motion to Withdraw Guilty Plea filed with the Court on the 16th
day October, 2006. The State objected. After argument, the Court
qEMIED the Motion and proceeded to sentencing.

A pre-sentence investigation report having been ordered and
received, the Defendant and counsel were given the opportunity to
make corrections to the report.
The Court then asked the State if the victims would like to
make a impact statement. Officer Michael Ballard, and Officer Phil
Hill presented their statements to the Court.
The Court

then heard comments and recommendations from

respective counsel and being fully advised in the premises,
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS KEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant be
and he

is herewith sentenced to the custody of the

Idaho

Department of Corrections, pursuant to Idaho Code 19-2513, on the

Case No. CR2005-0008728-FE
MIWTE ENTRY & ORDER
Page 2

charge of

% C O m T 'OW

BOSSESS%ON OF A FI

, I.C.

18-3316

to a B I m B Y E W OF FXFPVE ( 5 ) YEARS and a subsawant INDETEmINAW
T E W OF ZERO

(0)

YEARS.

On the charge of I COWT AGGRZhVATED

BATTERY W O N A LAW ENFORC-NT

OFFICER, I . C . 18-903, 1 8 - 9 0 7 (I.
(a)
),

the Court sentenced the Defendant to a FIBEEB TERM OF M N T Y ( 2 0 )
YEARS and a SUBSEQ-T

S to run

INDETEmXNATE TERM OF FIVE (5)

CONSECUTIFPVELY to the prior sentence for Unlawful Possession of a

Firearm. During the fixed term of confinement, said Defendant
shall not be eligible for parole or discharge, credit or reduction
of sentence for good conduct, except for meritorious service.
Said defendant may be considered for parole or discharge" at any
.,

. ...

8

*

time during ,the indeterminate period of said.sentencer
IT

.,

IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant shall be given

credit for F I V E H W R E D FOUR (504) DAYS served in the Bannock
County Jail on this charge.
I T IS FURTHER ORDERED that said Defendant be and he is hereby

ED to the custody of the Bannock County Sheriff to be by him

delivered to the proper officer or officers and to be by said
officer or officers conveyed to said site.
Defendant

is herewith

advised

that

in the

event

said

Defendant desires to appeal the foregoing sentence, said appeal
must be filed with the Idaho Supreme Court no later than forty-two

Case No. CR2005-0008728-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
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. ..

(42) days from the date said sentence is imposed.
COMMITMENT ORDER
Now, on this 19th day of October, 2006, the Prosecuting
Attorney with the Defendant and his counsel, Kent V. Reynolds,
came into Court.

The Defendant was duly informed by the Court of

the nature of the Information filed against him for the crime(s)
of

% COUNT AGGmVATED mT'%ERY UPON A

18-903,

18-907 (I)(a) and 18-915;

4

OB A IF%

, I .C.

18-3316,

LAW ENBQRCENENT OFFICER, I.C.

and I COUNT

POSSESSIOBJ

committed on or about the 2nd day of

June, 2006, of his arraignment and plea of GUILTY as charged in
the Information on the 23rd day of May, 2006.
'
,

The Court Vhen:asked the Defendant i f he ha& any legal'cause.

to show why judgment should not be pronounced against him to which
he replied that he had none. And no sufficient cause being shown
or appearing to the Court;
NOW, THEREFORE, the said Defendant having been convicted of

the crime (s) of

% COW% AGGmVATED mTTERY W
W
O
N A

OFFICER,

18-903,

I.C.

18-9187(1)(a)

POSSESSION QF A F I

and
I.C.

18-915;
18-3316,

1&AW EWFOWC-ENT

and

I

COUNT

it is hereby

ordered, considered and adjudged that the said Defendant, FBROBJ
S T Q m aka

L WRON STONE,

be imprisoned and kept at a site

designated by the Idaho State Board of Corrections for the charge

Case No. CR2005-0008728-FE
MIMUTE ENTRY & ORDER
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..

.

of I C O W T

,

POSSESSION OF W FI

I.C. 18-3316 to a

F I m D TERM OF FIVE (5) Y W S and a subsequent IESDETEWMIIHATE TERM
8. On the charge of I C O m T AGORAVBhTEB mTTERY

OF ZERO (0)

UPON A LZhW EHFORC-NT

OFFICER, 1-12. 18-903, L8-907(1) (a), the

Court sentenced the Defendant to a FIIED TERM OF TWENTY (20) Y-S
an&

a SUEaSEQWMT ImETEWIHATE TERM OF FIVE

(5) Y M S to run

CBNSECUTE~LY to the prior sentence for Unlawful Possession of a

Firearm, commencing from the date of his sentence.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any surety, cash, or property bond
posted, if any, is hereby EXONERATED.

.

. . .

.

,

:

DATED October 19, 2006.

.

..

...

Cl'

~istrictJudg

Copies to:
Mark L. Hiedeman
Office of Public Defender
Probation & Parole
Records Administrator
Bannock County Sheriff
State Appellate Public Defender

Case No. CR2005-0008728-FE
MINUTE ENTRY & ORDER
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..

.

.:.

..

.

,

NBEaE:BARQN S T O m AKA L'EMUEL MYRON STONE

SS#
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r:

ALL D, SCNULTmS
Cbiei P M ~ I ~Defender
E
IfP. 0. Box 4147
Pocatellio, Idaho 83205
(208) 236-7040
KENT V. WEWOLDS
Depaegr Pablic Defender
ISB 3739
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DEPUTY CLERK

....

EV THE DISTRICT COURT OF TEE SIXTH JIUIDICIIAk DISTRICT OF TEE
STATE OF D3lBBI0, IN AND FOR THE COWNTY OF B m O C K

1

STATE OF IDAHO,
PlaintiffYRespondenL,
VS.

TARON STONE,
, .

.

.

.

.

.

Defendant/Appellant.

TO

j

1
1
1

1
1
1
''1,
1

Case No. CR-2005-08729-FE-B

NOTICE OF APPEAL
..............

. . . . .

.

TBJIEMOW
D ~ S P O ~STATE
E ~ OF, IDAH~O
AND ITS ATTO-M,
ALAN G. LANCE, ATTOmBI GENEBPAZ, FOR TEE STATE OF m M O ,
B M O C K COUNTY PROSECUTmG A T T O m Y , AND THE CLERK OF TEE
ABOVE N-D
%COURT;CLERK OF TEE SUPR3ERIE COURT; STATE
UPELLATE PUBLIC D E F E ~ E R
B ~ O C Kcomm COURT
][aEPORTER

rn

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:
1.

The above named Defendant/Appellant, Faron Stone, appeals against the above

named PlaintifUIZespondent,lo the Idaho 'supreme Cpurt &omthat certain Minute Entry and Order
and Commitment Order, dated the 19'"day oE&r,
Sixth District Judge, presiding.
Notice Qf AppeaI
Page 1

2006, by the Honorable N. Randy Smith,

2.

The DefendanUAppellant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court the

Judgments and Orders described inparagraph 1 above. These appearto be appealable orders under
andpursuanttoIdaho Code 3 19-2801,et seq., andRule 11(c)(1)(6)(9), oftheIdahoAppeliate Rules.
3.

The DefendantlAppellmt requests that the preparation of the Clerk's record and

standard reporter's transcript as defined in Rule 25, Idaho Appellate Rules, and Wher requeststhat
a transcript of the following proceedings also be prepared:
1.

4.

Sentencing Hearing held on October 19,2006.

I certify:
(b)

(b)

That a copy of Ulis Notice has been served on the Court Reporter.
That Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee because

he has previously been determined to be indigent and has been represented at all stages of the
proceedings by the Public Defender's OBce for the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho,
County of Bannock.
(c)

That Appellant is exempt from paying any estimated fee for the preparation

of the record because he is indigent and has been represented by the Public Defender's Office at all
stages of the proceedings.
(d)

That Appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because he is

indigent and has been represented by the Public Defender's Office at all stages of the proceediigs.
(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

to Rule 20 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, and Idaho Code $67-1410(1).
5.

The issues to be presented upon appeal, are. as follows:

Nolice Of Appeal
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(e)

Did the Court abuse its discretion in sentencingtheDefendantto Twenty(20)
years fixed and Five (5) years indeterminate?

DATED this

i day of

Deputy Publie Defender

CERTmICATE OF SERrICE

I m W B Y CERTIFY that on this

day of&kwemhr

2006, Iserved atme and correct

copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL upon tlie Bannock County ProsecutingAtlorney, and
. .. ..

..
. . ..

the Court Reporter, by depositing a c& of the *e
..

.. ..

,

. .

.

. ..,

,

.

.. .. .. .

in the Prosecutor's
the CpuG
.. .. ,.in-box ,and
,..

Reporter's in-box, Bannock County Courthouse, Pocatello, Idaho; and by depositing in the United

-

States Mail, postage prepaid, to: Lawrence Wadsen, Attorney Generd State,of Idaho, P. 0. Box
83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010; Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk ofthe Court, P. 0.Box 83720, Boise,
Idaho 83720; and State Appellate Public Defender, P. 0. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720.

Deputy Public Defender

Notice Of Appeal
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I

,

DATED this 3@ day o f m e r , 2006.

Depuw Plabllic Defender
CERmXCATE OF SERVICE

I

I m m B Y CERTIFY that on this w d a y of

r 2006, I served a true and correct copy

of the foregoingMiIBTI8NTO APPOmTSTAm MPELLATE DmSION upon the Bannoclc County
Prosecuting Attorney, by depositing a copy of the same in the Prosecutor's in-box, Bannoclc County
Courthouse, Pocatello, Idaho; and served the following by depositing a copy of the same in the United

-

States Mail, postage prepaid and addressed to: Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General State of Idaho,

P. 0. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010; Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk of the Court, P. 0.Box 83720,
. .

Boise, Id,aho 83720; State Appellate
Public
Defender's . Office,
Chief Appellate Unit,
3380 Americana
.
. ,
.
..
..
.

, .

. ..

.

. .

,

Terrace, Suite 360, Boise, Idaho 83707:

Deputy Paablic Defender

Motion To Appo.intState Appellate Division
Page 2

To: File

From: KVR
Re: Faron Stone Appeal
Date: December 8,2006
On or about November 30,2006, I received a telephone c d &om the co-defendant.
Inquiry about an appeal. I recall indicating that a written request to file an appeal must be
received. I may have I suggested that it would have to be received before December 7. I then
checked the He and instructed that an appeal be prepared. That was prepared on November 30,
2006 but not signed till December 1,2006. At that time, it was my belief that the 42 deadline
would not expire until December 3,2006 or December 7,2006.
On December 8,2006, I received a letter fiom Faron requesting that I file an appeal. I checked
the file and found that the Notice of Appeal was %ed on December 1,2006.

,Iwas still concerned about the 42 day deadline. I believed the deadline ran on November 30,
..................
2006.
.
.
...
.
. . ...~. . .
.
..
I checked the file and the sentencing order had a appeal deadline date of 1217.
I then checked with my Jmelle about the date. She recalculated the 42 day deadline three times
and determined that it would run on December 3.

. . . . .

P-

:;,<,,,,I-

.

-. CU&!,.
,?:'.cv
, :f
. . -. .. ,

,.I?(?;;

,.;

.I..

RANDALL D. S C r n T r n S ,
Chief Public Defender
P. 0. Box 4147
PocateUo, Idaho 83205

.

2Q ui:c
r.?.

.

;

,

0p
"
w-. i
.

(208) 236-7040

0,s~
L'rp c";i'I.,
.%*..,

!

, y ...

KENT V.-WOLDS
Deputy Public Defender
TSB 3739
IN TEE DHSTWCT COURT OF TNiE S E T H JBJPSPCIAL DXSTWCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IIRT AN? FOR TEE COUNTY OF BANNOCK

>

STATE OF IDAHO,

1

1
1
1
1
1

PlaintiffRespondent,
VS

.

.

.

I?&RQN. .STONE,
, .

.

:.

.

.

.,

.

..

DefendantIAppellant.

>
>>
>

case NO. CR-2004-08729-FE-33

rnENDED
NOTICE OP MPE&
.... .

.

.

.

.

.

.

,'

D mSPOmENT, S%ATEOP m M O AND ITS A T T O m Y ,

,ATTOmY

G E m W FOR THE STATE OF IPIANO,
TY PROSECUTIPJGA T T O ~ E ' Hm
T ~ THE CLERK OF THE
COURT; CLEN6; OF THE SWmm COURT; STATE
APBPELLATE PUBLIB: DEFZmIEIP; AND BARTRTOCK C O m W COURT
WEPORTER
NOTICE IS mmB'HT GIVEN:
1.

C

\

The above named DefendanUAppellant, Faron Stone, appeals against the above

named PlaintiffRespondent, to the Idaho Supreme Court from that certain Minute Entry and Order
and Commitment Order, dated the lgthday of October, 2006, by the Honorable N. Randy Smith,
Sixth District Judge, presiding.

Amended Motice Of Appeal
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i

..

Did the Court abuse its discretioninsentencingthe Defendantto Twenty (20)

(e)

years fcred and Five (5) years indeterminate?
day of December, 2006.

DATED this

1

Deputy Public Defender

I HEREBY CERTM that onthis (/3day of December 2006, I served atrue and correct
copy of the foregoing m N D E D NOTICE (BEAPPEAL upon the Bannoclc County Prosecuting
Attorney, and the Court Reporter, by depositing a copy of the same in the Prosecutor's in-box and
'

'

.

.
. . . . . . .

.

.

.

,

..
..

..

. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .

in

the court ~ e ~ o r t e rin-box,
's
~annoclc
countyCourthouse, ~ocitello,~daho;and by depositing the
United States Mail, postage prepaid, to: Lawrence Wadsen, Attorney General - State of Idaho, P. 0.
Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010; Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk of the Court, P. 0. Box 83720,
Boise, Idaho 83720; and State Appellate Public Defender, P. 0. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720.
" ...-,

I M E v.
~ CT.~QLD$
~ e ~ u ~ f ~ Defender
ublie

Amended Notice Of Appeal
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Randal1 OD. Schulthies
Ch,iefPublic Defender
P.O. Box 4147
PocatelIo, Idaho 83205-414'7
(208)236-7040
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KENT 87. r n r n O L D S
Depnty Public Defender
ISB 3739
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,

1
Plaintiff/ Respondent

)
)
)
FAYioN STONE aka LElWUEE MYRON )

vs .

CASE NO. CR-2005-08728-FE- B

)

mED
MeBnOIPJ TO lrPPBHEeTT STATE
M P E L U T E D%mSI[ON

C O m $ NOW, Faron Stone,
, . . ,theRespondentbthe
,
above entitledmatter,andhereby moves
1

1

the Court for an Order, as follows:
The Defendant has filed a Notice Of Appeal for the Court's review of the Cowt's Order,
dated October 19,2006, b y the Honorable N. Rand$ Smith, Sixth District Judge. A Notice Of
Appeal was filed on December 1,2006. The Defendant respectilly requests that the Court enter an
Order, appointingthe StateAppellateDivision to assistthe Defendant with his Appeal inthis matter,
and that further, said appointment shall be relative to the appeal proceedings only.

h e n d e d Motion To AppohC State AppeNate Division
Page 1

:

.

DATED this 'pday of December, 2006.
KENT V. m W O L D S
Deputy Public Defender
CERTIF~CATE8IF SERVICE
1aEREBY CERTIFY that on this

the foregoing

/$kY

of December 2006,l served a true and coned copy of

m E D MOTION TO APPOINT STATE APPELLATE DITITXSION upon the

Bannock County Prosecuting Attorney, by depositing a copy of the same in the Prosecutor's in-box,
Bannoclc County Courlhouse, Pocatello, Idaho; and sewed the following by depositing a copy of the same

-

inthe United States Mail, postage prepaid and addressedto: Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General State
of Idaho, P. 0. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0010; Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk of the Court, P. 0. Box
83720, Boise, Idaho 83720; State Appellate Public Defender's Office, 'hief
.. . . n. . :. . . ... .. .. .. ..

. . .

Appellate Unit, 3380

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Americana Terrace, Snite 360, Boise, 1daho.83707.

:. .

i

Deputy Public Defender

Amended Motion To Appoint State AppeBate Division
Page 2

.

.

.

. . . . . .

. .

.
. .

.

Douglas K. Dykman
Attorney At Law
920 East Clark
P.O. Box 4981
Pocatello, ID 83205-4981
Telephone: (208) 237-8300
Facsimile: (208) 237-8300
: dykman@qwestoffice.net
E-mail
State Bar No. 3926
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,

)
)
)

Case No. CR-2005-8728-FE
Case No. CV-2007-1469-PC

1

vs .
FARON STONE,
Defendant/Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER APPOINTING STATE
ZGPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDERS
OFFICE

BASED UPON the Motion To Appoint Appellate Division, filed by

the Defendant, Faron Stone, by and through his attorney of record,
Douglas K. Dykman, and the Court having reviewed the same, and for
good cause appearing;
I T I S HEREBY ORDERED that the State Appellate Public Defender

is hereby appointed to represent the Defendant with his appeal in
the above stated matters and said appointment will be relative only
to the appeal proceedings.

DATED this /jd4 day of September, 2007.

SIXTH DISTRICT J'UDICIAL DISTRICT JUDGE

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this

day of September 2007, a

true and correct copy of the foregoing document has been served
upon the following by depositing the same in the by hand delivery
to:
Mark L. Hiedeman
Bannock County Prosecutor
POB P
Pocatello ID 83205-0050
Douglas K. Dykman
POB 4981
Pocatello ID 83205-4981
and by depositing a copy of the same in the United States Mail,
postage prepaid and addressed to:
Lawrence G. Wasden
Attorney General
State of Idaho
POB 83720
Boise ID 83720-0010
Stephen W. Kenyon
Clerk of the Court
POB 83720
Boise ID 83720
State Appellate Public Defender's Office
Chief Appellate Unit
POB 83720
Boise ID 83720

By:
Deputy Clerk of the Court
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Supreme Court No.
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
OF
APPEAL

Appealed from: Sixth Judicial District, Bannock County
Honorable N. Randy Smith, presiding.
Bannock County Case No: CR-2005-8728-FE
'

Order of Judgment Appe&
dli
19,2006.

fi6ni: Minute E n f i Biid Order enteied on October

Attorney for Appellant: Molly Huskey, State Appellate Public Defender
Attorney for Respondent: Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, Boise
Appealed by: Defendant
Appealed against: Plaintiff
Notice of Appeal filed: 9-4-07
Notice of Cross-Appeal filed: No
Appellate fee paid: No, exempt
Request for additional records filed: NO
Request for additional reporter's transcript filed: YES
Name of Reporter: Stephanie Morse

... .

:.

.. ~

Was District Court Reporter's transcript requested?Yes

(Seal)

DALE HATCH,
Clerk of the District Court
/.,.'*.

i'

In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho
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FARON STONE,
Petitioner-Appellant,
v.

STATE OF IDAHO,

ORDER CONSOLIDATING
APPEAL

NO. 34569

1

1
1
1
1
1

Defendant-Respondent,
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

)

1

V.

NO. 34571

1
)

FARON STONE,

1

1

Defendant-Appellant.

It appearing that these appeals should be consolidated for all purposes for reasons
of judicial economy; therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that appeal No. 34569 and 34571 shall be

,

CONSOLIDATED FOR ALL PURPOSES under No. 34569, but all documents filed shall bear
both docket numbers.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the District Court Clerk shall prepare a
CLERK'S RECORD, which shall include the documents requested in the Notices of Appeal,
together with a copy of this Order.
IT FmTHER IS ORDERED that the District Court Reporter shall prepare a

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT, which shall include the transcripts requested in the Notices of
Appeal.

ORDER CONSOLIDATING APPEALS -NOS. 34569134571-Page 1 of 2
730

sm,

DATED this 2oth day of September 2007.
For the Supreme Court

cc: Counsel of Record
District Court Clerk
District Court Reporter

ORDER CONSOLIDATINGAPPEALS -NOS. 34569134571-Page 2 of 2
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MOLLY J. HUSKEY
State Appellate Public Defender
State of ldaho
I.S.B. # 4843
SARA B.THOMAS
Chief, Appellate Unit
I.S.B. # 5867
3647 Lake Harbor Lane
Boise, ldaho 83703
(208) 334-2712
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BANNOCK COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

1
\

j\
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V.

FARON STONE,
Defendant-Appellant.
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1
1
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CASE NO. CR 2005-08728

S.C. DOCKET NOS.
34569 & 34571
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND
THE PARWS ATTORNEYS, MARK L. HIEDEMAN, BANNOCK COUNTY
PROSECUTOR, 5TH & CENTER, POCATELLO, ID, 83205, AND THE CLERK
OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The

above-named

appellant appeals against the

above-named

respondent to the ldaho Supreme Court from the Minute Entry and Order entered
in the above-entitled action on the lgth day of October, 2006, the Honorable N.
Randy Smith, presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the ldaho Supreme Court, and the

judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders
under and pursuant to ldaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) I l(c)(l-10).

-

10/17/2007
-

13:05 FAX 208 334 2955

-

3.

STATE , E E L L A T E PD

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then

intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, are:
(a)

Did the district court err in failing to grant the appellant's motion to
withdraw his guilty plea?

(b)

Did the district court abuse its discretion by imposing an excessive
sentence?

4,

There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record

that is sealed is the Presentence Investigation Report (PSI).

5.

$Bep)oP%erSs
Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the

entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(a). The appellant also
..

.

.. . .

. .. .

,,

. ..

,

..

,

.

requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's transcript:

4'
J&(

Motion to Withdraw Guilt" Plea Hearin. held on Auqust 14.2(lOB;
..
Sentencing Hearing and Motion to Withdraw Guilty Plea Hearing
held on October 79,2006:

(c)

; and

&' Evidentiary Hearing held on July 24. 2007, in Bannock County
District Court Number CV 2007-1469.
6.

Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record

pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under
I.A.R. 28(b)(2):

,

.

1U/LI/ZUU7

_____----
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STATE APPELLATE
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Anv affidavits, obiections, responses, briefs or memorandums, Filed

(a)

or lodared. bv the state, appellant or the courf on the issue of

his auillv lea includina. but not limited to the Brief Sup~ortinq
Motion to Withdraw Plea (Defendant Pro-se) lodsed Auaust 2,
2006.

I

Anv exhibits, includinq but not limited to letters or victim i m ~ a c t

(b)

statements and other addendum to the PSI or other items offered
at Sentencina Mearina or the Motion to Withdraw the Guiltv Plea
Hearing;
..

(c)
.

,,

(d)

Transcript of Defendanfs Affidavit filed Aususl2, 2006; and
.

,

. ,.

.. ..

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Response to Defendant's Memo to Judse Randv Smith dated
A ~ r i18.2006:
l
Vic Pearson Attorney For State filed April 21,2006.

7,

Icertify:
(a)

That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on
the reporter;

(b)

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho
Code $8 31-3220,31-3220A. I.A.R. 24(e));

(c)

That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a
criminal case (Idaho Code $5 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8));

L U / L I / L U U13:08
~
FAX 208 334 2985

.
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STATE APPELLATE PD
1

(d)

That arrangements have been made with Bannock County who will
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client

is indigent, I.C. §§ 32-3220,31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e);
(e)

ThaT service has been made upon all parties required to be sewed
pursuant to 1.A.R 20.

DATED this 1 7 day
~ ~of October, 2007.

lU/lI/.ZUU7
.

13:06 FAA 208 334 2985
I
-
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STATE APPELLATE PD

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 17" day of October, 2007, caused a
true and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to:
FARON STONE
INMATE # 20663
IMSI
PO BOX 51
BOISE ID 83707

KENT V REYNOLDS
BANNOCK COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE
PO BOX 4147
POCATELLO ID 83205
STEPHANIE MORSE
COURT REPQRTER
PO BOX 594
INKOM ID 83245
MARK L HIEDEMAN
BANNOCK COUNTY PROSECUTORS OFFICE
5TH & CENTER
POCATELLO ID 83205
KENNETH K JORGENSEN
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
CRIMINAL DIVISION
PO BOX 83720
BOISE ID 83720 0010
Hand delivered to Attorney General's rnaikbox at Supreme Court

Administrative Assistant

.---
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I N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
FARON STONE,

1
1

Petitioner-Appellant,
Vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,

Defendant-Respondent
STAVE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.

)

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Supreme Court No. 34569
34571
AMENDED
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
OF
APPEAL

9

1
1

FARON STONE,
Defendant-Appellant.

1
1

Appealed from: Sixth Judidal District, Bannock County
Honorable William H. Woodland, presiding.
Bannock County Case No: CR-2005-08728-FE
Order of Judgment Appealed from: Minute Entry and Order entered on October
12,2006.
Attorney for Appellant: Molly Huskey, State Appellate Public Defender
Attorney for Respondent: Lawrence G.Wasden, Attorney General, Boise
Appealed by: Defendant
Appealed against: Plaintiff
Notice of Appeal filed: Amended 10-17-07

Notice of Cross-Appeal filed: No
Appellate fee paid: No, exempt
Request for additional records filed: YES
Request for additional reporter's transcript filed: YES
Name of Reporter: Stephanie Morse
Was District Court Reporter's transcript requested? Yes
Dated

(Seal)

\? ; 2007

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
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Petitioner-Appellant,
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vs.

Supreme Court No. 34569
34571

STATE OF IDAHO,
CLERKS CERTIFICATE

Defendant-Respondent,
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

1
1
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1
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VS.

FARSON STONE,

Defendant-Appellant.

j
1
1

I,DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District, of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that the
above and foregoing record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound
under my direction as, and is a true, full, and correct record of the pleadings and
documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho appellate
Rules.
Ido further certify that there were no exhibits marked for identification or
admifted into evidence during the course of this action.

I N WITNESS WHEREOF, Ihave hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said Court at Pocatello, Idaho, this

(Seal)

\q

day of

, 2007.

DALE HATCH,
Clerk of the District Court
~ou~typ%F@$@rne

court

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
FARON STONE,
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Supreme Court No. 34569
34571
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
Marked for identification
During the course of this action

1

1
1

STATE OF IDAHO,

1
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs,

1
1
1

1

1

FARON STONE,
Defendant-Appellant.

1
1
\

I,DALE HATCH, the duly elected, qualified and acting Clerk of the District

Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of
Bannock, do hereby certify that the following are the original exhibits marked for
identification and introduced in evidence at trial of the above and foregoing
cause, to wit:
RESPONDENT EXHIBITS
1. State's Exhibit, court admit on 7-24-07, Affidavit of Kent V. Reynolds. (CV-20071469-PC, Supreme Court Docket # 34569)

DEFENDANT EXHIBITS
1.

Defendant's Exhibit, Drawing, (CV-2005-8728-FE, Supreme Court Docket # 34571)

IFURTHER CERTIFY that the above exhibits are attached to, and made a
part of, the original transcript on appeal in said cause.
I N WITNESS WHEREOF, Ihave hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said Court, this the

\Ci day of

,2007.

(Seal)
. .

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, I N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
FARON STONE,
Petitioner-Appellant,
VS.

STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendant-Respondent,

1
1
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Supreme Court No. 34569
34571
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

1

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

j
1

i

VS.

1

FARON STONE,
Defendant-Appellant.
I,DALE HATCH, the duly elected, qualified and acting Clerk of the District

Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of
Bannock, do hereby certify that there were no exhibits marked for identification
and introduced into evidence at trial. The following exhibit will be treated as a
confidential exhibit in the above and foregoing cause, to wit:
1. Pre-sentence Investigation.
2. Transcript of Preliminary Hearing held June 1 3 2005,
~ ~ Judge NafLz,
presiding.
3. Defendant's Brief in Support of Motion to Suppress.
4. Defendant's Brief in Support of Motion to Suppress (Amended).

5. Memo: to Judge Smith dated 4-18-06.
6. Memo: to Judge Smith dated 5-5-06.
7. Letter from Faron E. Stone.
8. Motion to withdraw the Guilty Plea Hearing.
9. Transcript of Defendant's Affidavit filed August 2, 2006.
10. Response to Defendant's Memo to Judge Randy Smith dated April 18,
2006; Vic Pearson Attorney for State filed April 21, 2006.

I FURTHER CERTIFY that the above exhibit is attached to, and made a
part of, the original transcript on appeal in said cause.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereuntoIset my hand and affixed the seal
of said Court, this the

(Seal)

a

day of

06

,2007.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK
FARON STONE,
Petitioner-Appellant ,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendant-Respondent,
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STATE OF IDAHO,

Supreme Court No. 34569
34571
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
FARON STONE,
Defendant-Appellant.
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I,DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Couri of the Sixth Judicial District, of

the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that I
have personally sewed or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT and CLERK'S RECORD to each of the Attorneys of
Record in this cause as follows:
Molly Huskey
Appellate Public Defender
Post Office Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0005

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Lawrence G. Wasden
Idaho Attorney General
Post Office Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010

I N WITNESS WHEREOF, Ihave hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal

of said Court at Pocatello, Idaho, this

\$

day of(%&

,2007.

-Clerk
DALEofithe Distr' t Court
(Seal)

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

